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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problem. The general status of string instruction

in the public schools today is marked by the apparent decrease

of interest. in the orchestra and the shortage of string

players. During the last two decades this shortage has ra

pidly developed into a nation-wide music education problem.

There has been much speculation on the "string situation"

and on who or what is to blame. This investigation has been

an attempt to discover specific problems in the string field

and their possible solutions. It is believed that know

ledge of basic weaknesses in the field and how to overcome
'1 ,. , ~ '1.. '" ",), , ,

thes~ weaknesses' increase~'··k;:t~.~·6h·e;~··s:·~f·f.'i"oi~ncy.

It was the purpose o~. t~i$. B~~iciYv:("lJ:'to determine

the nature of' the problems involved in string instruction as

reported by teachers in the field and as discussed by au

thorities in contemporary professional literature, (2) to

compare these two sources ot problems,and (3) to summarize

briefly possible solutions to these problems.

The SUbject of this investigation was chosen for the

tollowing reasons:

""'1.· Thewriter tel t a personal need, as a beginning
string teacher, tor more understanding of stich problems and

solutions. '.

The nt.imber of competent string players is

,
/
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dwindling to the point of danger and is now a national prob~

lem in music education, a problem of which all public school
teachers and administrators should be made aware.

3. There has been only a limited amount of research
on the SUbject.

On~ similar piece of research in connection with the

string problem in Indiana was found: The Trend of strin~

Instruction in the Public Schools, a"Master's thesis by Vir

ginia Belle Keeney. This survey was an attempt to determine

the status of the orchestra in the public schools of Indiana.

By analyzing replies to questionnaires Miss Keeney concluded

that the causes for the decrease in interest 'in the orch-

estra rested mainly in two items: the band, and the teachers. l

Procedures and sources of data. In order to determine

the nature of the problems involved in string instruction as

r~ported by teachers in the field, questionnaires were sent

to the 299 string instructors and orchestra directors in the

public schools of Indiana. These were short letters asking

the directors to "note the problems involving string instruc

tiqn, motivation, or development of the orchestra (particu-~

.1arly as affected by strings)" which they had encountered

dur.in,gthe year. No specific questions were asked, and no

;qh~oklist was prepared. It was believed that answers would

,v'-<J-_· ···,· ..",··",.,·'· -_1·-·· '.' ~ ,,,,,_;

. ,', } Virgini.~ Belle Keeney, ~ Trend of: .string Instruc
tion'~ theJ?.ubllC$chools (unpubll;shed Master's, thesis, ' ,

,jl,~~;5§!?:P..~:9r1 ~ir;i~~_~f3:lc:~or, -.theiUniversi ty of Roches ter, 1945),
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be more spontaneous and reliable if problems were not even '

suggested. The letters were sent in April, with the thought

that since the school year was almost over, that might be

the opportune time for directors to make special note of their

problems in the string field. Because of the prestige of

his name, the letters were signed by.Arthur D. Hill, chairman

of the music department at Indiana state Teachers College,

conveying the idea that the survey was being made in order

better to prepare the college students as future orchestra.

directors and string instructors. This was not a false

pretense because the survey wos made by a graduate assistant

in strings and probably will be used in the teaching of

instrrnuental methods classes at the college. The names and

schools of the directors who received the questionnaire were

secured from the Indiana School Music Teachers' Directory,.

1947-48. 2 Indiana was chosen for the survey because the

surveyor was a student and teacher in that state and so was

particularly interested in the string situation there.

To determine the nature of the problems involved in

string instruction as discussed by authorities in bontemporary

professional literature, periodical articles and books per

taining to the subject and written in the last eleven years

2
H. Long and C. L. Kingsbury, Indiana School
Directory, 1947-48 (a mimeographed pamphlet
Indiana University School of Music).

,/



(1938-1948) were read. The major so.uroe of data was the Edu

cation Index. All readings listed under "Orohestras!! whioh

were in some way related to string problems were oarefully

annotated.

Trea tment of data. A large percentage of return from

the questionnaire Was neither expected nor even desired.

Its purpose was merely to get a sampling of typioal problems

from string teaohers in the field. The results were grati

fying in both number and variety.of problems submitted. These

problems, which were sent in by twenty-nine teachers, and

those mentioned by professional writers seemed to group

themselves into four major olassifications: (1) band compe

tition, lack of time, and scheduling difficulties, (2)

teaching -- string teaoher training and materials, (3)

motivation, and (4) instrwuents. The very nature of the se

lected· approach to this problem seems to make statistical

treatment impracticable.

, J

/

/
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CHAPTER II

PROBLEMS :MENTIONED IN ANSWERS TO Q.UESTIONNAIRE

Band competition, lack of time, an~ scheduling ~if

ficulties. The greatest number of problems mentioned in the

answers to the questionnaire without a doubt relate to the

first major classification, that of band competition, lack

of time, and scheduling difficulties. In many of the answers

an undercurrent of intense feeling, especially on the sub-

ject of band competition, was discerned. Even a somewhat

bitter attitude is in evidence in two of the answers:

I'm especially pleased to help with anything that
will foster the emphasis on string work and orchestral
development in our schools. I'm sick of band enthu
siasm and fts shallow musical possibilities:- In fact,
.I fight with administrators and other tra ined music
people about this point constantly •

••• The special teachers in some of these schools are
band men, who are not interested in orchestras, and
of course are not string teachers ••.•Pray tell me, how
can we develop fine concert orchestras under this sys
tem? On the other hand, I get but a very few really
good wind players from our grade schools because ,these
band directors sign all of the good players up for band
~~ the orchestras go hanged.

Following are several other typical passages quoted

from different teachers' answers regarding the problem of

band competition:

'>Interestili orchestra lagged far behind band. There
seemedlitt'le opportunity for display of the 'orchestra.
~:1:vicandschoolorgenizations;preferredthe band for
pr.ograms>rather :.than the orchestra.. Class plays, PTA,
music festivals, and commencement seems about the extent
of "showing off" this organization.

/
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In our schools the "string family" is very small
probably because the supervisor is definitely a band
man majoring in the brass instruments ••••So my personal
survey of the situation if that the ability of the
supervisor, whatever it is, affects the instrumental
work of the community.

We need less emphasis on band and more on orchestra.
As Dr. Maddy said last week (at the Music Educators
National Conference Covention held in April, 1948),
we are short-changing our students in not offering
more string instruction • •••

••• not enough pUblic appearances for the orchestra,
maybe because of the basketball season •••

Of course, there is the problem of motivation. stu
dents realize at an early age that the band members
wear a snappy uniform, get in the games free, and go
on many more trips than the orchestra ••.•

Many of the orchestra directors answering the ques

tionnaire mentioned band competition, lack of time, and

scheduling difficulties as one large problem. One director's

answer indioates that he is quite alert to the problem and

that he has done some olear thinking about it:

·The musio teachers responsible for the sohool musio
progr~ms in most oases are trying to find reasons
why they oan't have an orchestra in their sohool.
Some of the reasons are: laok of time, lack of inter
eston.the part of the stUdents, if they have a band
they oan't have an orohestra, eto.

tTo me it, seemstha t in most cases the real.funda
Rl~p.t~lre~s~>nfor th~ few orohestras is the laok of
~lJ.thus;1.asm;and,love of fine orchestra musio on the
p'~~:t 9f~lIlo~tcPubli9,sohool music teaohers. The teach
ers and the sohool administrators are taking the easi
est1hJ.waYH~H!i;,iofdiipro.bl~glVih$9P.; is ~~,,~ducational as
~.g.l·~l).ey"wil;I.~l:'up..aoross. Bands seem to, be sa tis
':G"Y:i'Dgfenol;lgn-~~J~e~t,J.tli~irde~il:'~s!,::.~:I.i.1ike to teaoh
»(lnij :g:n.drilOrQhe stJ;.~h ap.d",,·~p'oJ;"alcwo~lt., J::·think we need
Aill1;:t;hre~c~nd~hogld:)p'a;yeU;~1:J.).thJ;'ee,.wll!3:rever,,possible.
\tAl,:4j'h "time ..

" /
"
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Two teaohers report that their administrators lao~

an understanding of the problems pertaining to the musio

department and thus make many soheduling blunders·:

This-may sound oaustio, but it seems that adminis
trative heads are the ones who should have had train
ing ~- in soheduleworking! •.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sports have two full periods a day -- and at the
same time as my ohorus and band·period. So, after
grade six, the boys do not take part in musio -
just another blunder in sohedule.

My biggest problem is with small sohool adminis
trators who do not understand our program and fail
to make a plaoe in the sohedule whioh will take oare
of a oross-seotion in the sohool.

Following are a number of other brief statements

whioh different teaohershave made oonoerning laok of time,

heavy teaohing loads, and soheduling problems:

First of all, the time that I have for my olasses
is muoh too short. I have two hours a week in eaoh
grade sohool for the strings. By having to.teaoh
both a beginners and anadvanoed olass, I have only
one hour for a olass •••• My largest olass is made up
o~ twelve violins, whioh is too many to give any
individual attention to •

••• The band is fairly good but not large enough
or as good as it should be for this size sohool.
Orohestra has been almost entirely negleoted in the
.past few years. There's a small string ensemble now,
but it is very poor. There has been no one to give

" string instruotion. in the grades and junior high
sohools. I'm starting some and hope to have a full

.. time string, teaoher •

.! ,: Our biggest problem in string training is time
for the beginners. I get them in olasses twioe eaoh
week for·one~half nour eaoh time, but I'd like to
ha.vetthemfive days a,week. Grade sohool orohestra
meets!; twioef)af;week\.,for a Ii ttle over thirty minutes
'eaoh!timeit... '( ,
st.t S;)t~K. It ,.,r'.l',

,
,/
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••• Time will not permit individual instruction •

••• It's really hard to list problems because all
problems could be eradicated if we had more time to
devote to students ••••

Scheduling has, of course, always been a problem.
To give a regular period for strings and also one for
band makes it difficult to schedule wind players'
time so that they can meet with the strings to form
an orchestra ••••

••• Since the music program· was arranged to fit
in after all other classes had been arranged, the
last three were not able to be in "orchestra" ..•

Our main trouble is time -- time enough to spend
with those who are interested in strings ••••

••• 1 have been able to start just three new stu
dents on violin this year. Most small schools bur
den the music and art teacher too much for her to
really do what is necessary with instrumental groups.

Teaching - - string teachers, training and rooterials.

According to the number of problems mentioned in answers to

the questionnaire, the second major problem of string in

struction is the actual teaching of strings. As shown in

the discussion of band competition problems, the majority of

teachers :tend to place much of the blame for the shortage of

string-players upon band enthusiasts. The following quota- 

tion is quite typical of the many. teachers who have criti

o'lze-d band directors for their lack of interest and ability

in .te~chingstrings:

. In my estima tion"J the' whole problem would be s.olved
:,if·teacl'lers could be made to see the light on this

sUbJect. We have too many men in the music field
who are either too lazy or toO ignorant to emphasize
string work. It takes patience and "know-hoW'''' to
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develop strings quickly, whereas the most mediocre
teacher, from a standpoint of energy and training,
can have a group of wind students "tooting" tunes in
a few months.

On the other hand, three teachers point out the nee'd

for better string teachers, indicating that they believe

the string teachers thamselves are largely to blame:

I am always glad to take time" to help in any way
possible to further the development and training of
anything as badly needed as interested and capable
string teachers •

••• The big problem is good teachers.

We need more well prepared stri~ teachers.

Only five of those answering the questionnaire made

any comment about their own shortcomings J lack of training

or lack of experience as a possible reason for not achieving

a high degree of success. Some of their comments are:

••• We have accomplished very little this year
toward building, due to my lack of experience ••••

'•••After haVing more experience I'll be better able
to speak on successful methods in achieving results
with strings.

As you know, this is my first year with strings
J

and
many problems that I will encounter or have encountered
w~llbe due to no one but myself ••••

'. '-.'~ou;r teachers comment on the role of the teachers'

college~ in prepa:ring l:ltringteachers:
~ • 'I .>

~~·;',.~ .. Th~ stii(ient, inter'est~,and community interest will
~ei~'a~~~ct'pr6p6rti6ri'tothe 1nterest, effort, and
a'b;~itr C>~;;Ht~ ..>mu,~~(C?",p~a,7ge~~ gJ;~d\l8 ted, fr,om Our col-
,;6.~g,~~:dt:,~qtHni'-X~H"§~t;~§••)'''J.. • !

't,ha t IN 1 . ':;r~ ~L /' rj ,:("~.''')

,
I
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••• As I see it, it is up to the training schools
to produce teachers who will forget about methods
arid really teach music. There is no "royal road" to
success, but there is a lot of back-breaking, heart
breaking work, and too many of the kids coming out of
college expect to lick the world with a minimum of
effort.

I'm 'glad you're taking hold of this problem in your
institution. I fe~l that our teacher-training schools
are to blame for the so-very poor adjustment of the
beginning teacher, particularly in the small school,
Where, I venture, more than half our teachers begin
and more than half our children are enrolled.

I think wha t you- are doing in this letter is a fine
thing, and more teachers colleges should follow this
example.

The teachers answering the questionnaire gave the

impression that another important phase of the actual teach~

ing problem was the difficulty of teaching techniques

peculiar to strings. Their many comment s 'show the wide

extent or these more technical problems of teaching the

string instruments. One teacher expr~sses himself thus:

'These are the points in developing the group that I
feel need careful preparation:

1. Class or group instruction -- Only people who
know strings them.selves can teach strings. An instruc
tor in a grbupmust have the an.swer to fit fingering
questions, which arise in bass and cello because of
hand size, 'for instance •••• The value of a tteil tion to
everydetail l Of-intonation cannot be over-stressed.

2. An ability to teach vibrato in groups -- Time
will: "notpe,r.mi'ti·indivldual instruction, and I feel
a.:.;We"akness 'in this ahili ty. " -

;.' . 'j.A.thoroughk,rl.dwledge of- bowirigs and a system.
0'1" mark.tngs;'c·(wh1cni rc;atlbe,haridled' by students) so
t''hast,r:lJowirt'gs: I'wi,ll \-ibe tun:ff o\rm~ '. • '
ciru1nti or I'J.e':') :1'.: ,..... :'" I

each week to il :;1~ . , .•
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Another teacher points out that just tuning the

childrents instruments consumes half ,of the beginning string

class time.

A ~ecent Indiana state Teachers College graduate

frankly states her own shor1b::>mings and makes suggestions

as to how the College can improve its string technique

courses:

I dontt know enough about instruments to do an effec
tive job of teaching on all of them. This is probably
my faUlt, since others do not seem to 'have the same.
trOUble. However, I do believe that a stUdent should
not be allowed to take the same instrument in both
terms of string technique, and if possible, it would
be a good idea to take two instruments a term••.• I
could also use a little knowledge of positions.

Another teacher writes that she has diffiCUlty teach

ing slurred bows and the reading of notes to beginners on

the third- and fourth-grade levels.

Several teachers show their concern about the lack-

of qualified private string teachers in or near their com

muni ties:

••• We need teachers for private work to help the
regular music teacher•

.I'; : The greatest diffioulty we have with orchestra is
finding enough••• nearby teachers qualified to teach

,<.) _. str:ings ..

,1. •• findi-ngstring teachers in the communi ty (other
thB.:pthe classroom teacher.) ••• -

, -,

••• The city itself has very few teachers available
to'vfte'ach the "string. family, "and no definite stress
ti.l.asJrpeen::~maae',to contact',)suoh'.teachers, in nearby Cin
cinnati or Indianapolis to come ••• for a day or two
~ach week to. help in the field ••••

"/
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A number of teachers mention the problem of select- 1

ing music materials:

I find a lack of music materials which are inter
esting and yet~aining fundamentals. I need more
easy ensemble music to motivate the students. Our
composers are writfng more for bfind.

I have found a real need for unison scale studies.

A problem for the.high school'string orchestra is
that good music outside of the classical field is rare.
High school students who have string orchestra three
days a week can get fed up on a steady diet of the
classics. There are SaLle good nwnbers available, but
most of the modern things are either too hard or trasby.
We find plenty of things for· the full orchestra, how-
ever ••.•

I feel, after my first year as a string instruc
tor (I had band work befDre this), that we need more
easy beginning orchestra material.

I do believe tha t there is a dearth of good class
material for beginning strings as well as good material
for beginning orchestra. However, a good teacher can
take care of that as well as motivation.

Motivation. The third major problem, as determined

by teachers' reports, appears to be that of motivation.

from many answers to the questionnaire on the subject of

/
I

They involve both gaining and maintaining
" 1.'·/

This problem is so closely related to the problems of band

competition and teaching ability that classification is

rather difficult. Following are numerous statements taken

interest in stri~gs:

'Wehave faced.a problem in motivating the study
of strings in the beginners classes •.••

motivation.



Of course, there is the problem of motivation.
Students realize a t an early age tha t the band members
wear a snappy uniform, get in the games free, and go
on many more trips than the orchestra •.••

•.• not enough pUblic appearances for orchestra,
maybe because of the oasketball season •.•

Schools should furnish small-sized violins for grade
students so there would be more beginners.

A few troubles which I haven't mentioned are: 1. Many
of the string players start because their mother or
teacher want them to and not because they selected
the instrument. 2. The time element in developing
string players is so long that they lose interest.
If some way could be found to keep their interest, it
would be much easier.

Our school is in an industrial section, and taste
is for guitar, accordion, and trumpet. Vie never have
a balanced orchestra group.

Another problem is the "death rate" in string players.
Some of this is inevitable. The violin is the tough
est of all instruments. Some who start should never
have started. I'Ve tried to prepare for this by start
ing three for every two I needed later. Nevertheless,
I have four violinists in high school that I wish I
had in orchestra this year, but who dropped out for
a variety of reasons •

.•• getting children interested in string instru~

ments -- More want wind instruments •

•.•When children use the school instruments to decide
what they want to play, the poor condition of their
violins or cellos takes away the desire to learn, and
they turn to the new and splendid brass and woodwind
instruments •

.. ', .~.This year eight string students began lessons,
on seven violins and one viola. Three dropped because
of}l~ck ofl interest or athletic~. There is no orches
~~ainJseniorhigh to act as an incentive, an~ junior
htgh' :Hl' bUSy with:numerous activities and seems late
for string development.
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Lack of interest on the student's part usually means,
that he has begun violin in fifth or sixth grade and
hasn't had private lessons, therefore making orchestra
work pretty difficult for him when he gets to junior
high.

,'.

My third and last s.uggestion for consideration might
be the fact that most of the popular orchestras of
today', jazz bands; have used vf?ry few strings. However,
jazz bands are becoming jazz orchestras ~uite rapidly,
and I think this may help to encourage string playing .
again.

Interest in orchestra lagged far behind band. There
seemed little opportunity for display of the orchestra.
Civic and school ~rganizations preferred the band for
programs rather than the orchestra. Class plays, PT-4.,
music festivals, and comra.enoement seems a bout the extent
of "showing off" this organization.

Instruments. The problem of securing string instru

ments and keeping them in playing oondition was mentioned the

fewest number of times by the teachers answering the ~uestion-

naire. The following are some of their comments on the con-

dition of string instrmnents in the schools:

'My second reqson for the poor "string field" is due
to the fact that the string instruments owned by the
school city are of a poor type. When children use
tl!;le. school instruments to decide what they want to
play, the poor condition of their violins or cellos
takes away the desire to learn, and they turn to the
new and splendid brass and woodwind instruments •

••• finding instruments of suitable ~uality (either
rejuvenated or in low price range) for our pupils to
play•••

This school is very small, with six band instru
ments in the high school, eight in the grades, and
no stringed instruments at all.

,
/
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This is my first year of teaoning~ and I arrived
here to find only three sohool instruments -- a C mel
ody saxophone (bought last year for what earthly rea
son I know not), a bass drum, and a snare drum --
all in need of repair ••••

... 1 could have started more violas and oellos if
I had had the instruments.

Schoo~s should furnish small-sized violins for grade
students so there would be more beginners.

The teaoher who recently graduated from Indiana

state Teachers College admits that she is seriously handi

,oapped beoause she has had little knowledge of or experi-

enoe in the oare and repair of instruments:

I do not know enough about instrument oare and
repair. I should know what's wrong, even if I oan't
take oare of it myself. This goes for winds, brasses,
and even peroussion instruments, as well as strings.
I think it would benefit me to know a little more
of the parts of the instruments, what oan go wrong
with eaoh part, and what do do or have done to take
oare of it.

.'
/



CHAPTER III

PROBL~rs DISCUSSED IN PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

AS COMPARED WITH THOSE MENTIONED

IN ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Band competition, lack of time, and scheduling dif

~ ficulties. Professional writers, as well as the pUblic

school teachers, seem to agree that the major cause for

the decline of string talent is band competition. Fol-
, .

lowing are several statements which show their concern

for this problem of band preference. Goldberg writes feel

ingly on the subject:

••• The major source of difficulty appears to be
the wholly lopsided development of musical activity
in. the pUblic schools of the country where, according
to one authority, bands outnumber orchestras ten to
one.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,
/

Propaganda and high powered advertising ••• are still
potent influences in the situation. Instrument manu
facturers sponsor student musical magazines; "musical
motivation" is their slogan. Orchestras and string
performance are never mentioned deleteriously, they
are simply mentioned as little as possible.

But the delights of band playing are unremittingly
extolled; the handsome uniforms -- and uniform.manu
facture is a considerable industry by itself -- the
dashing majorettes, the fancy baton twirlers, the flag
drills, the geometrical formations on the parade ground,
the participation in sports events, the hoopla for
good'old' Siwash.

c

• ., • • • 4· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
; •• Influential educators, we are told, are making

~_L! ~C;>.!.~.,t.()demand tha t more string instruction be offered
in the school·s. Associations of music merchants are
.passi~g,J:'~~Gi\l~ions.toencou:r;-age the stu~y of ,s~ring

,~ufl1c
" ..~.......~ ....'~".- .......... ,"......."._..



Raudenbusch believes that the growth of school bands

and of name dance bands is a reason for the alarming short-

,
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instruments. But of active results we have yet seen or ,
heard nothing. And until there are active results the
instrumental activity in our schools will remain hope
lessly inadequate and ineffective, and the musical and
cultural life of the country will be deprived of w~at

might otherwise be a potent and influential force.

It seems to me that the college, high school, junior
high school, and consolidated country school band,
because of its close connection with football and other
sports in the school, is receiving undue support from
the schools, from parents, and from children •••• 2

Waller shows how the shift of emphasis to a band-

1 Albert Goldbert, "Shortage of String Talent Harasses
Orche~tras," editorial in the ChicagoSundal Tribune, Febru
ary23 ,1947. '

age of young string players in his Harrisburg Symphony:

It is my opinion that the tremendous popUlarity
of the name dance bands with their copious pUblicity,
broadcasting, filming, and recording has drawn American
interest away from stringed instruments ••••

teaching program in many of our schools has affected high

sc~ool graduates' thinking:

••• Consequently, we have produced a generation of
high-school students, most of whom, upon enrolling in
college, actually believe that a noisy march is about
the world's greatest music, that a triple-tongue solo
on cornet is just ft~ops,n that stringed instruments are
only for temr>eramental oddities or Europeans who don't
know better.)

,

1-T'I":f." ~\Jl'eo:;ge ,King Raudenbusch, "Vanishing Strings,"
,Musle:,:Publisne'rs' Journal, 3:13, March-April, 1945.

~ ".1", j.j;,~~~~~rt~ !i'~' ~alter,. '"Good String Class Teaching,"
ii'S':1;C;'~Educat'o'rs"U:ournaa, 3'1 :'36, November-December, 1944•.
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bands:

The orchestra is a treasured instrumental organi
ation. It has antiquity and p+estige, but more than
that it has vitality and immortality•. We wish to pride
ourselves on the musical education proferred the young
people of America. Yet, for educational breadth
and for wide musical background, we shall be failing
sadly if we overlook the develQpment and eventual prog
ress of our school orchestras.'

tra, -- or Music?" He urges instrumental music teachers

Revelli aptly expresses his insight into the prob

lem simply through the title of his article, "Band, Orches-

Otterstein is concerned about the decrease of both

qualtity and quality of school orchestras because of the

to remember the motto of the Music Educators National Con

f~rence: "Music for every child -- Every child for Music!"4

emphasis on bands:

The "fall of the strings" seems to be almost equi
valent to the Fall of the Roman Empire. It is hard
to believe that the mighty violin, viola, cello, and
string bass, are not what they used to be as far as
st.udentinterest in playing them is concerned. Not
that they are gone and forgotten, but the brasses and
reeq..s have, just about "blitzkrieged" the instrumental
program.

In another article he pr~dicts failure for music educators

~ if they neglect the school orchest~as and promote only

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. -."-"- .-_." The' author has had some experience in judging band
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Are methods modern? Has string instruction kept
pace with wind instrument teaching when it comes to
providing a combination of sound basic training and
maintenance of pupil interest?

Does glamor count? Has the featuring of wind instru
ments in prominent dance bands made youngsters feel
that a Benny Goodman, a Harry James, or a TOmL1Y Dorsey
cannot come out of the string section? Will the pre
sent trend toward more and better string work in a
number of outstanding dance bands help? '

Are strings fun? Do young people have the idea that
wind instruments are for fun as well as for more serious
music but that string players are forever sentenced
to the staid atmosphere of the symphony orchestra
and the string quartet?

Can industry help? Manufactures of wind instruments

provoking questions regarding the problem of band compe

tition:

and orchestra groups, and comes away trom most festivals,
quite disheartened; first of all, because of the lack
of orchestras, and mgst particularly because these few
do not play well ••••

,'Later Otterstein expresses it thus:

We are not mourning the loss of the orchestra, but
we do not want to see a lop-sided program which is
educationally unsound and artistically out of gear. 7

The editors of the Music Publishers Journal, in con

ducting their "Symposium on Strings," asked these thought-

, 6
_.. __·_.. ":,-,,-,,idolph W. Otterstein, "The Fall of the Strings,"
Music ;ducators Journal, 27:28-)0, D~cember, 1940.

• ;J' • ,.

Q!>E~):~'7~~ioPh.~. Otterstein, "On String Mourning, t1 Music
Educators Journal,' 27,:,56, i\1arch-Apri.l, 1941.

,. ;:;:-i.,-~ t;...,J 4. e.n ~:. ( ri. '" "~" .
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have supported vast campaigns for pop'ularizing those ,
instruments. Do strings need the same kind of backing?8

Chenoweth explains why the orchestra's slow progress

.' can become ·very discouraging in comparison to the band's:

Anyone who has had the experience of teaching strings,
wood winds~ brasses, and percussion will agree that
the most diff,icul t to teach are the strings. Even
under the most ideal conditions, given an extremely
skillful teacher, sufficient time' and equipment, the
wind instrument pupils progress at a more rapid rate
than the strings -- during the first few years of study.
In other words, it is easier for the instrumental
music teacher to build a creditable band in the space
of a few.years than it is to build an orchestra. Many
young teachers are anxious to oreate a quick reputation
for themselves, and the band seems to provide the easi
est medium. Of one is impatient for rapid results,
an orche~tral program seems to be a slow-growing pro-
cess. • • • .

It has been pointed out that many of the orchestra

directors answering the questionnaire mentioned band com-

petition, lack of time, and scheduling difficulties. as one

la~g~ problem. It seems that too often parents, board

of education members, and school administrators expect

quick results from the instrumental music department. So

the typical instructor neglects the strings and builds up

the band because he knows that within a short time he can

produce a reasonably satisfactory band concert. The band

...._.~ Music Publishers Journal, 3:9, March-April, 194.5,
.Q!. post" p •. 44

;..:~~~~...91·.q:~ne.ch~Iidweth, "Shall We Save the Orchestras?"
!\fU.~1P Educators'iJ'ournal, 26:14, May, 1940.

11

/
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That a successful music program cannot be carried
out without the full cooperation of the school adminis
tration is very clear in the writer's mind. It is to
be deplored that many school boards of education still
regard the instrumental music program as a sort of
stepchild, letting it flounder around with insufficient
financial support, an inadequate staff, and poor equip
ment. Such administration is depriving many children
of the pleasures and benefits of playing 'an instrument. l

strings and gets no cooperation from administrators in try-

Anyone who is connected with the music profession
is aware of the appalling lack of young stringed instru-
ment players.... .

••• The crux of this whole situation lies in the ele
mentary school string classes. Owing to the short
sightedness of music teachers and school administrators
this cond~tion has eXis~ed for some time, but, be~ause Ii
were gett~ng by, very l~ttle has been done about ~t.... -

Moore also shows how the 9verlapping problems of

liana' '0 oinpetition, la ck of time, and scheduling difficulties

of the problem also, as illustrated by the following quota-

ing to work out a schedule that would include string classes

and orchestra as well as wind instruments and band. He can-

tions from an article by Herfurth:

takes most of his time and effort, but it'also has justi

fied his job in the school system. He has no time left for

schools. Professional writers are well aware of this phase

not make school officials understand that strings require

- more time than winds and should be.started in the elementary
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affect the orchestra. He emphasises a pdint that dir~ctors

often overlook:

••• We have so little time for all of the things we
want to do, and when it comes to a question of robbing
Peter to pay Paul, we name the orchestra to play the
part of Peter. Naturally, a fairly good-sounding band
can be Whipped into shape faster than an orchestra,
so we put them in uniform, give them all of the pUblic
appearances, and let the orchestra take what is left.
Consequently, that is exactly th~ way the students
look at it, too ••.•

I have seen countless schools where the orchestra
was made up of players who could not get in the band,
either through schedUle difficulties or lack of abil-
. t 121 y ••••

Revelli seems to be particu18rly disturbed over the

problems of scheduling. In the following Quotations he

discusses the importance of beginning string classes in

the lower grades and the need for a larGer nilluber of pupils

partic-ipating in the elementary string program:

.•• the important fact that so few of our instrwnental
programs provide for the beLinning study of the strings
at an early age. There is a decided lack of string
classes in our grade and junior high school programs.
Since it is hardly pos~ible to secure satisfactory
results by beginning string study in the high school,
this problem is a serious one. To playa stringedinstru
ment the student must have a well-trained ear, and the
technical and tonal problems must have been efficiently
tau~ht during the earlier years and not left to the
four years of the student's high school period~lJ

~i\12 Donald L. Moore, "Coordination of Elementary and
Junior High School Instrwnental Music," Music Educators
Na1;~:i:emil'ConferenceYearbook, 1939-40 (Chicago: The Music
EducatorsNational Conference, 19401""; pp. 245-46 •

..~- ,:.; - ,
~~.Revelli , Etude, 58: 529.
~") 'f '\., ''1 c\ !~>:'l '..;.. v ,.rl,:If 1 .~.'~ t/-........~._ :'+, ~
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These early violin classes are the most neglected
part of the string program, and until we have a much
larger number of students participating in these vio
lin classes, our orchestras will not advance to the
so desirable status we seek for them!14 .

Continuing with his discussion of scheduling prob-

lems, Revelli explains that strings require more time than

wind instruments and that schedules are too often arranged

without consideration of this fact:

••• Naturally, the strings require much more instruc
tion and guidance than the winds, yet we frequently
find schedules which make no provision for the division
or separation of the strings trom the full orchestra .• ~.

It must be emphasized that the schedule of the band
and orchestra groups in our schools is of vital impor
tance. Too often we find that the band and orchestra
are rehearsing on alternate days; and that while this
staggered schedule does not often harm the band, it
does have an adverse effect on the orchestra. We must
constantly bear in mind that string players cannot
make progress with .the same rapidity as the wind players,
and therefore it should be a rule that the strings
meet daily ••••

Chenoweth points out the evils of the "split" depart-

ment organization, with its strong rivalry between band

and orchestra directors:

••• theproblem of what to do about the disappearing
orc1+estrasis not confined to the small school alone;
many larger schools have seemingly lost interes·t in
developing their orchestra departments. This may be
due'in part to the "split lt department organization

)::,:>:which exists _in some schools, where there is strong
~~-1rivalry between the band director and the orchestra

, ..•. I
, }':.

/
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director. No lasting good to the school can come from
such competition for the time and interest of the most
talented pupils, the choice rehearsal periods, argu
ments over the music bUdgets, the control of the Music
Parents~ Assocation, and the favor and esteem of the
student body, the corrmunity and the school officials.
To be sure, there are instances where the split depart
ment seems to function nicely, but this usually occurs
in the ~ery large schools where there is enough talent
to go around without cramping either department, and
where the cornmunity is so cultured that a definite
need for the orchestra department is appreciated .••• 16

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The chapter on instrumental class instruction in

J'

/

The most serious problem to be solved is the lack
of understanding on the part of administrators con
cerning problems of scheduling, equipment, time allot, 18ment, etc ••.••

the Music Education Source Book includes the following state

ments in a discussion of organization problems:

Pease points out the fact that lack of time also

All teachers feel lack of adequate time for their
instrumental classes.l'l

16 Chenoweth, ££. cit., p. 63.

" 17 Hazel Nohavec Morgan, editor, Music Education Source,
Book-(.Chicago:Music Educators NationalConfe,rence, 1,947),p:-,9'.· ,

~~carroll C. Pe~se,"Relief from Small Ensembles,"==.:;. Educators) JoG.rnal~,L25:40 ,May, 1939.

~

:f handicaps the teacher in developing small ensembles when
'~

he says that the burden of small ensembles has become too

great for the teacher with the average teaching 10ad.19



and draw attention to their faults more than the teachers

Professional writers would naturally criticize music teachers

themselves would. Because .of this fact, in all likelihood,

those answering the questionnaire had a tendency to stress

other aspects of the problem, while recent literature shows·

a marked concern for the lack of capable string instructors

25'

string teacher training ~nd ~rials.Teaching

and orchestra directors. Thus the shortcomings of the teach-

ers themselves are probably, in truth, the second largest.

problem in the string field. Miss Keeney, in her study of

the trend in string instruction, ~ound this to be the case.

A~ter analyzing the many reasons for increase and decrease

of interest in the orchestra, she reached the following con-

elusions:

The lack of a capable teacher is listed second
among the reasons for decrease in interest in orch
estra, (band competition was listed first) and lack
of interest on the part of the teacher is listed as
another, while the first reason given for increase
in interest is the interest of the teacher ••• 20

Miss Keeney's report coincides with the findings

of' a. Music Educators National Conference committee as reportee.

by Hannen in the 1939-40 yearbook. Among the reasons listed

fori.:phe encouraging status of string work "instructors

specia~ized in strings" ranked first, and among those listed
'2;0 ~lce t(.I.L :~:-""_..._..........,..-. ....,."'......,,,

/
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for the discouraging status of string work ftlack of string,

instructors" ranked first. 21

Reisman gives his opinion simply and clearly when

he states that the real cause of the orchestra letdown is

the dearth of teachers Who know how and like to teach child

ren to play the fiddle. 22

Mattern brings to light what might very well be

another reason for the discrepancy between teachers' reports

.arid professional literature in regard to the importance

of the problem of teacher deficiencies: ft ••• It is true that

band instruments have a tremendous appeal, and can be played

well in a shorter time than the violin, but we should not use

this argument as an excuse for our own shortcomings.n2.3

Wishnow sets down four COL1illOn faults of the string

teacher:

Up to. the present time, the charges against the
string teacher have been directed to his lack of pro
motional enthusiasm and to his inability to overlook
deficiencies in the playing of 'groups of strings because
of his perfectionist attitUde, his general complacency
with regard to the group as a Whole, and his exclusive

-"·"1'· ...
','.r '.

~''.'i:;c 21 Heleri M. Hannen, "The sta tus of Instrumental Music
.~P.r,t)h~Elemental~7'Gchools,tf Music Educators National Con
ference Yearbook, 19.39-40, p. 225.

--~.....,*.,:,,_22R'eisman, tfLet' s Have More String Teacher.s," Music
Educato~s Journal, .31:29, April, 1945.

- T':"''''' , -,',
~", ";-''''~' ":" if '~ ,. i\
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interest in those students with outstanding natural
ability, or at least interesting potentia1ities ••.• 24

Normann has described a study which attempted to

, determine those personal factors most essential for the

teacher of instrumental music. This study, Practices in

the Organization and Direction of High School Bands and

Orchestras, was made in 1932 by Traugott Rohner for his

Master's thesis at Northwestern University.25 Rohner analyzed

principals' and students' ratings of their band and orch

estra directors. Following are some of the weak points

mentioned by the principals; they are listed in the approxi

mate order of the most frequently mentioned to the least

frequently mentioned as: (1) temperamental, (2) lack of

cooperative interest in affairs of school as a whole, and

(3) impractical. Among the weak points mentioned by stu

dents were: (l) "too easy," (2) temperamental, (3) partial',

(4) weak disciplinarian, (5) should know more about strings,

(6) talks too mUCh, (7) is forgetful, and (8) too nervous. 26

Bolgen, in urging that students'be given ensemble

tr~ihing before entering an orChestra, comments on the

reasons Why the orchestra may be detrimental to pupils

who a·renot· ready for it; these reasons definitely reflect
t-,I

. 8.[': l,;~~ .~.,~ ...)

1;.~~',2;5n~b.is··: study was not available to the investigator.

~;.;~:.""----26~TheOd.OreF. Normann, Instrumental Music in the
!i~U,~~~8.;;.!eh~~~~e{K~~~!1£.~tJ?~ia_~q,2t~Y~r:IRtt~,~fl CHgtP~P.j7, 1941),
1~~~f~lt1b~;n Muslc~_dq..~l!U:'?~:f:.2.sl1}~r:-'f : '';'+, ?ti ;).['I,!· ;':, , I I .

- .~~~(-J:i(;.,:.·,> ," ,
,
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upon the orohestra direotor:

In the first place, the conductor is not always
a violinist himself. In this case, since by far the
grea ter number, of orchestra players are violinists,
the conductor should have a violinist as assistant
or as advisor. In the $eoond place, the conductor
does not always emphasize accuraoy and musical qual
ity in performance. Unfortunately, a few conductors
seem to be much more ooncerned with seleoting diffi-

. cult piecestha t impress by their suface technicalities.
In the third place, the conductor-often sets the pace
by the most advanced of the pupils, letting the less
fortunate ones struggle along as best they may, in-
stead of selecting his material within the capacity of
the most elementary of the members. And finally, the
pupils are not always given the opportunity to take their
scores home for private study "which alone would have in
sured benefits in proportion to the time spect with the
orches tra. 2'(

teaohers' college whioh sent the questionnaire.

Van Hoesen disousses this phase of the problem:

Another very serious and far-reaching problem has
J~een the lack of adequately trained tea chers who not
only know their stringed instruments, but also are
able" to analyze the difficult learning process of the
,be~~~~ing string player. Many of our teaoher-training

Many writers blame the teacher-training institutions

for the laok of capable string te8chers. However, the Indi

ana teaohers answering the questionnaire hardly mentioned the

shortoomings of teaCher-training schools. The reason for

this seoond discrepanoy is probably similar to the first:

in critioizing the colleges, the teachers, in all,likelihood,

would 'be drawing attention to their own failings. Another

reason might be that they hesitated to lay any blame on the

'. ~Z Kaare A. Bolgen, "Suggestions for the Ama teur
,V~olinist,',ir'lIusic;'Eduaators ,.Journal', . 24: 24, February, 1938.
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institutions have not required adequate training in
these techniques; in fact, many schools have actively
contributed to the lack of balance of the instrumental
program by concentrating on band materials and methods.
As a result, many students going out from these schools
into the profession have been inadequately trained
or ha2§ been willing to follow the line of least resist
ance.

Reisman lists the chief shortcomings of the present

teacher-training system in the string field as follows:

(1) Lack of observation in string teaching methods.
(2) Lack of apprentice teaching.
()) Lack of experiences on the level of public school

instruction.
(4) Altogether too brief an~9generalized survey of .

instrumental teaching methods.

Chenoweth, in discussing college methods classes,

shows his strong belief, that they are enough to make any

future music teacher want to avoid the string instruments:

, ••• Those who teach string class "methods" in our
colleges, universities, and schools of ~usic should
have had actual successful experience in the field
of high school and grade school music themselves.
There is too much untried, untested, and theoretical
"method" taught in our teacher institutions by those
who have no way of knowing whether such procedures
will succeed in actual :practice. It is ridiculous to
expect that one semester or one year in a class on
string methods is sufficient to prepare the music stu
dent, who has had little or no other experience with
string instruments, to teach strings successfully in
the public school field. Small wonder that such inade-'

"quately trained teachers oonfine theeselves largely
to wind and percussion instrumentst j

.: '.

",'28 Ka'rl Van Hoesen, "For a Renaissance in String Play
ing," Music Publishers Journal, ):46, March-April, 1945.

29,'0, • 8
.51 J;'r~~~r.nan".£.E.. cit., P • 2 •

~~"I ,,'ll! '

)0 Chenoweth'£2. cit., p. 14~

I
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Possibly a great deal of the. blame for the apparent
preponderance of teacher interest in band work can
be laid at the feet of the colleges and universities.
Vast numbers of scholarships to students who will play
in the band are given out each year, in contrast to
the small number offered j_n voice, piano, or string
instruments. The collebe and university orchestras
are often inferior to the high school organizations
in the schools from which the students graduated. Orch
estras are little pUblicized by the universities, and
often insufficient rehearsal time and little credit
for the course helps them on their path to oblivion.
When such a condition exists in so many of our higher
institutions of learning -- the supposed strongholds
of .cul ture -- it is easy to see why ambitious high school
students are not interested in string instruments. If
the high schools are to prepare their most talented

. students for the colleges, then it is up to the colleges
to help correct this lopsided program and enable them
selves to prepare their pupils for a broad musical exist
ence or for teaching music a~ mUsic educators, rather
than as instructors in band.,l ..

the. pUblic ·schools:

versitiesfor emphasizing the band in so many ways, and

practically ignoring the orchestra. He explains how this

college students, teachers, and ultimately the pupils in

In the same article Chenoweth criticizes colleges and uni-

deplorable situation carries. over into the attitudes of

Waller believes that lack of adequately trained

teachers is the first big pro·blem., and he lays the blame

on the 'teacher-training institutions:

;For·e~ost.of,.·all problems in the teaching of orchestra
:p1€t'y:ing~.i's ithe .. lack. of /3.dequately trained teachers.
And.why aren't our orchestra teachers adequately trained?

..... ; ." The ,music departments of our universities and teachers
"~'~"';"tO''''''''\oo''_'"''''''''''''''''''.''"-''-.>:-... ~.,-.
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colleges are still staffed with specialists who are
highly proficient and excellent private teachers. But
almost without exception, these fine musicians have
never tau8ht in a real, honest-to-goodness public school,
where many children ore poor and cannot possibly take
private lessons, and where the school orchestra Bust
be developed entirely as a class project. Consequently,
their teaching, howeVer excellent, does not prepare
their teacher-pupils to step up before thirty-five or
forty boys and girls and start them off, all together,
in one large orchestra class.· In my opinion it is for
just this sort of thing tha tour -strine:, teachers must
be trained, if the school orchestra is to succeed •.•• 32

The background of the present situation in strings

was well outlined by a Music Educators National Conference

committee as., part of a North Central Division study in 1945.

Because of its direct bearing upon this problem, it is quoted

here:

.
,I,

\

When interest in string instrwnents began to dimin
ish during the thirties, several invalid explanations
of the causes of the situation were advanced. Among
the explanations were the following: wind instruments'
are thought to be easier than string instruments; there
seems only room for wind or strings but not room for .
both; wind instruments have more glamour and crowd appeal;
the children want bands, so "Let's give them what they
want," etc., etc.

There is some degree of truth in anyone of the listed
explanations, but not until the present decade did music
educators begin to face the following facts: string
teaching has been mediocre; teacher-training institu
tions have been lax about insisting that undergraduates
preparing for instrumental work in music education
should have adequate training in the playing and teaching
of string instruments; on careful investigation, it was

:, f·ound that there was sufficient interest and talent

.. f,' )

,-~·~,.----_3.·?~-Gilbert R. Waller, "New Era for School Orchestras,"
,JvhlSio Educators Journal, 28: 32, January, 1942~
" j./ Xl!)
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33 Morgan, ££.cit., pp. 78-79.

string teachers have been reluctant to try new methods,
materials and procedures. In no branch of public school
music has "tradition" seemine:,ly been so cherished.

32 '

present in all but the smallest of schools to render
the inclusion of both string and wind teaching practi
cable; and that the unfortunate debate, strings vs.
wind, has been too often aided and abetted by incompe
tent teachers who were willing to sacrifice a balanced
program in order to a.b,hieve personal security. SUIumed
up, it could be state~ that where there was good string
teaching and planning, there was no diminishing of
interest.

Since the early class ore:,anization was patterned after
the private-teacher-approach, few administrators have
been brave enough to Question these early ore8nizational
ideas. The vast majority of string classes are enrolleU,
instructed, and administered with the same general prin
ciples and procedures which were in vogue in 1930.
Classes still meet only once a week, material is still
based on mid-19th Century pedagogical ideas, and the
benefits which might be derived from the application
of modern educational p~ychological research are still
held to be not applicable to the string class. Modern
organizational ideas and techniques which have been
successfully utilized in the teaching of many instru
ments, as for example, the piano, have not yet been
applied to the strings except in a few notable instances.J3

The teachers who answered the Questionnaire gave the

to strings. From the very beginning of string class work

both teacher and pupils must hurdle certain troublesome ob

stacles before the class can progress successfully. Among

t'nefse-l.:fre the problems of position, tuning the strings,

gOOd tone product:lon, and intonation. Professional writers
urcne~~r~. . .

impression that another important phase of the actual teach

.ingproblem was the difficulty of teachine:, technics peculiar



have recognized the wide extent of these more technical pro-,

blems and have given many fine suggestions for overcoming.

,.

them. Vroman suggests the kind of thinking which he believes

should precede an over-all plan for a year's work in beginning

violin classes. He lists fourteen major questions, with typi-

enough to demonstrate
techniques of string
fingerings. b. Good
Vibrato.)4.

3. Can I play the violin well
satisfactorily at least the basic
playing? a. Correct bowings and
tone quality. c. Shifting. d.

cal points of view under each, which the prospective teacher

might ask himself. Questions 2 and 3 are designed to help

him in evaluating his own strengths and weaknesses:

2. Do I know enough about the violin and the teach~ng

of strings to insure success with the children I teach?
a. The proper size of instrument for each pupil. ·b.
The proper condition of the instrument. c. Methods
of establishing good habits in string technique which
means (1) Holding the instrument properly; (2) Correct
left-hand and right-hand position and technique. d. Pro
cedures for developing the ear along the manual tenhniques.

1',34:' .
,v,' ,..Clyde Vroman, "First steps in Building a School

Orche>stra,.f!·Etude, 63:18, January, 1945.

~-----~.i~Matt.ern, ££. cit., p. 23.
~~W'~·' "',

. '36
~ ;~~t~\ ~. ~, ,~p

Mattern points out two prevalent errors of the string

teacher -- not allowing frequent rest periods and introducing

. note:~r~~dtng too soon:

Oftentimes teachers defeat their own purpose by too
¢udh earnestness and dogged persistence, forgetting
tllatyoung\ children have a short interest span and that
fdr-abeginner, holding a violin is fatiguing ••.• 35

if
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••• Vocal and instrumental people are at least learn-/
ing much from each other, but few violin class teachers
take the trouble to build upon a solid rote foundation.
More often they confront and confound the little begin
ner at once with the combined problems of left hand,
right hand, and note reading from the book. Is it any
wonder than so many little fiddlers who started with
high hopes have become giscouraged, and conditioned
against the violin? •. 3

Van Hoesen also stresses the ~mportance of separating

mechanical skills, development of the listening process, and

musical theory with beginning classes:

••• it seems to me that successful string teaching
procedure must, after careful' analysis, seek to help
the beginner master his separate problems, and not con
fuse him by asking him to master many problems of dif
ferent types at the same time. Fine results in early
violin class procedure can be ~aohieved only by recog
nitionof the threefold nature of the learning process,
that is, development of the physical and mechanical
skills, development of the listening process (which
ipvolves not only a constant attention to pitch of note,
but also the relationship of pitches one to another
in their melodic context and in relation to their key
center), and a knowledge of the elementary rtiles of
theory.

These three phases must develop more or less simul
taneously, but the pitfall of the inexperienced teacher
lies in not separating them for specific attention.
'rhe first few lessons present many difficulties, and
the utmost patience and vigilance are required to pre
vent bad playing habits from getting a start. Poor
playing may result, even though beginners are taught
cQrrectly, unless the smallest details of mechanical
manipulation are correctly established and carefully
watched. Poor intonation results many times because
of the teacher's tendency to divert the pupils' atten
tion/constantly from the sound he is producing. The
.In.Qst ·serious fault.Jn this connection is the tendency
to forae the reading of music from the printed page

.. ;.
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before the technique for playing t.he music has been
established. Subtle shifting of the flow of attention
from· one problem to the other must constantly take

3
Dlace

until mechanical skill becomes firmly established. 7

Reisman makes this simple but direct statement with '

I

·Barzin criticizes string teachers for overlooking

the importance of developing sight-reading skills ,and points

out that band teachers are way ahead of them in this respect:

Much, of course, depends upon the teacher. Children
love to do things together. Wood-wind teachers today
have wisely and constructively encouraged ensemble play

','ing --the best and shortest path to orchestras, radio,
and bands. Have our teachers of the stringed instruments
,been ,as wise? After aUditioning several hundred players
in a year, I ,am always astonished at the lack of ability

~~ itOfsight-read. How,many times have I heard a splendid

regard to 'teaching strings':

iThe many laments that it is difficult to teach
the strings prove only the inability of the teachers
to meet the specific problems encountered in this field •••• 38

In discussing problems peCUliar to strings and rea-

sons for pupils' choosing band instruments instead, Hevelli

explains the necessity of competent class and private teachers:

•••Without the guidance of a competent string teacher,
students can scarcely expect to produce a f~ly accept
able tone upon the instrument. There are so many phases
of training and performance which are involved in the
production of a good tone upon string instruw~nts that
a private tutor is all but indispensable •••• j~
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performance of the Beethoven or Brahms concerto and
then been amazed to discover that the simplest waltz
could not be read. In comparison, can you imagine a
good wind player not being able to sight-read?

It may be that the teachers are so concerned with
virtuosity and solo pieces that they overlook the tre
mendous importance of sight-reading developed in ensem
ble playing•.•• 40

Chenoweth lays part of the bla~e for the present sta

tus of the orchestra on string teachers' devotion to tradi-

tional methods of instruction. He contrasts these "ruts" to

the newer progressive methods that band teachers are using:.

In the matter of discarding traditional ruts, rou
tines, and schools of playing for new, progressive
methods, the teachers of wind instruments have been
for more alert than those engaged in the teaching of
strings. This attitude of mind on the part of string
instrumentalists is not scientific; it is an attitude
of faith. It is the inherited attitude of "What was
good enough for my father is good enough for me."
Until this "mental set" toward teaching methods and
materials is abandoned by string teachers, little hope
can be held out for a prpuounced improvement in the
status of the orchestra.4~

Both the teachers answering the Questionnaire and the

professional writers agree that beginning string-class in-

struction should be followed by private lessons if the stu

dent is to advance to a degree of real competency. The most 

serious~roblem in connection with private teachers, as

reported by the Indiana teachers, seems to be that there

......"....._~. 4:0" Leon Barzin, "string Bankruptc¥ Period," Dlusic
PUblisliers.Journ.al, ):8,' March-April, 1945.
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is a definite lack of qualified private ~tring teachers in

most communities. However, while these teachers are con

cerned with simply the need for more private instructers,

professional writers seem to be concerned also with the

deficiencies of the private instructors who are teaching.

Normann, Revelli, arid Chenoweth comment on the need for

private string instruction following work in beginning classes:

••• there is no refuting the fact that for the advanced
student it is practically the only type of instruction
that has up to the present time developed both tech
nical skill of the first rank.and a high degree of
artistry.

As a student gains .in power and skill the limita
tions imposed upon him by the group tend to become
ever more restricting. He demands and requires greater
individual attention to his peculiar problems. His
difficul ties are not necessarily corruuon to the group,
but rather arise out of his own physical make-up and
habits of thought. In the early stages of learning,
difficulties are largely the same for each individual
member of the class. Advancing, however, at widely
varying rates of speed, the problems once common to
all become increasingly the difficulties requiring
individual ministration •••• 42

••• There are so many phases of training and per
formance which are involved in the production of a good
tone upon string instrumefts that a private tutor is
all but indispensable ••.• j

••• In the string class, individual differences become
apparent more quickly than in the class in wind or
percussion. The parent who is unwilling to meet this
situation ,by giving his child private lessons with a.
specialized teacher, must face ~he_possibility of the
child losing interest altogether or ceasing to grow

42 Norman, £E.. cit., p. 146."

43 Revelli, Etud~, 58:529.
?
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musioally and teohnioally •••• 44

Typioal of the professional literature of the day are

the following referenoes to the laok of private string teaohers,

with the resulting inoreased burden upon the publio schools:

With fewer private teaohers available, the load
of the public school instrwnental department beoomes
increasingly heavy. It is, therefore, neoess8ry that
more emphasis be placed upon the -instrumental class. 45

The depression did much to put the private teaoher
of stringed instruments on the relief rolls. Before
the family pooketbook began to suffer from acute indi
gestion, the majority of instrumental musio students
in the sohools reoeived instr~otion outside of school
from teachers in the private studios. The collapse
of private means of financing the child's music study
meant a shifting of the burden to the public school
music department. This period marked the rapid rise
of the wind program and the deoline of the string
program. Society as a whole had adopted a "gimrlle ll

attitude toward everything and music was one victim
of this attitude. Parents as a group passed on to
the school the entire re$gonsibilit y of their child
ren's musioal education. 4

Now that the over-all aumber of string players has
decreased, those who remain in the profession are gener
ally those of the highest grade of ability; they earn
salaries ranging from adequate to munificent, in sym
phony orchestras or radio stations, and the extra
money they could make from teaching becomes small pota
toes and scarcely worth the additional strain on the
nerves. And in general the quality of student talent
available is not of a type to prompt them to 8ny sac
rifices in this direction. 47

44 Chenoweth, E..,E. oit., p. 14.

:45 Morgan,' £E. cit., p. 81.

46

47



The following discussion by Rauderibusch, however, is

,.

typical of professional writers' critical attitudes toward

private string teachers:

It seems to me that the private string teacher is woe
fully behind his band instrw~ent colleague. He has
not sought to siMplify his teaching method, to learn
to teach sllall and large groups in class, to improve
his teaching ma terial, maldnG it more interesting and
attractive and providing scientific progressive brading
which takes into accollilt the p.sychological and physical
proglems thst confront the string student. He has
been less imaginative than any other group of teachers
in dramatizing and glamorizing his instrumental family
in solo and ensemble performance. He has not cooper
ated with the schools and schaol music supervisors
as have his bandsaen colleagues. He does not follow
up his private pupil to his seat and stand in the school
orchestra to study what is being done there and then
bring the school orchestre L~terial back to the pri
vate lesson, thus aiding the school music supervisor
as well as his own pupil. He still encourages his
pupils toward a career as soloist and virtuoso, although
only one in a thousand will ever talee thE: t path, instead
of toward the school orchestra, the string ensemble,
and the town symphony orchestra .••• 4~

Both teachers and professional writers are well aware

of the problem of selecting music materials. They are

especially concerned with the lack Qf good beginning methods

books. Some of the COillnents of the ~ost outstanding writers

upon this' problem are:

Closely allied with the problem of adeQuately trained
teachers is the problem of materials. Until recently
the string class material has been written by men who
are excellent m~sicians but have never taught a large
class of strings in public school. Oonsequently, this
ma t'erial is not graded carefully, does' not offeT enough

48 Raudenbusch,££. cit., p. 51.
-':>
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opportunity for drill without incessant repeating,
and in many instances is not interesting. You~ string
students must constantly expe~ience a sense of moving
forward, if they are to enjoy their instruments and
want to practice. At the same time they must never
,wh~~n lack of preparedness renders impossible to hur- '
dIe. It is quite possible to compile material for
a stri~~ class which'will encompass all desirable attri-
butes. .

Much material for string classes has been written
by those who have never taught a~ring class them
selves. string class methods should be tested for
results before they are put on the market •... 50

No one of the ava,ilable methods seems entirely
staisfact~ry. The greatest need is for easy supple
mentary and good intermediate material.5l

•••Most of our instrumental texts race along so
rapidly from one problem to another that Js.. is necessary
for the teacher to 5~PPlY much supplementary tonal and
technical material •

••• Too often in the past, dry, non-melodic material
has been the beginner's lot, and perhaps it is a type
of, boredom or monotony which causes these beginning
classes to dwindle gradually almost to nothing .•. ~'3

The compilers of the Music Education Source Book list

I.• ~

:,,\~:49.,waller, Music Educators Journal, 28:32.

~':::; 5cP Ghenowet~, .2..£. cit ., p. 14.
'-51 '

__"_",~._.. ,_~<:>J:'~~n , .£E.. cit., p • 8~.

~~:Mat ern, £.E• .cit., p. 24.
53 1,,1 :; ~,;;:)2' ,~:,+,,~:-,-

Revelli, Etude~ 58:563.
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for wind instruments. (b) That there be one good gen
eral techni~ue book which might be a compilation of
finger studies, bowing studies, some shifting exercises,
good two- and three-octave scales, and a few pages
of standard orchestra bowings with practical examples.
(c) Materials that would introduce shifting earlier
than the conventional methods suggest. 54

Spurbeck points out that too many American composers

\
I ~

and transoribers are writing musio for virtuoso organizations

with unlimited instrumentation and skill. He lists some of

the common praotioes in arranging for various instruments that

make numbers too diffioult for the non-professional orches~ra.

This disoussion of m8terials likewise applies to the high

school strings:

The laok of unusual instrlliuents is not the only
difficulty. From a purely praotical point of view,
composers, transcribers, and orchestrators fail to
score properly for the non-professional player. Among
their sins are the following:

1. Extended passages in the higher positions of
the strings ••••

2. Numerous and rapid changes from alto to treble·
clef on the viola.

'6. Numerous and rapid ohanges from bass to tenor
to treble clef on the cello •••

Difficult compound meters and rhythmic figures are
out of the ~uestion for the non-professional, less
skilled orchestra. Even if con~uered individually,
these problems become acute in ensemble. Furthermore,
to require an amateur organization to play £££ or
~ is asking too much. Tone ~uality and intonation
immediately suffer. The same may be said of fff or
rfff. Tonal distortion grates upon the ear. The
brasses blast, the woodwinds s~ueal, the strings rasp.

/
l



If we are to teach players the value and conception of
good tone, balance, ensemble, and intonation, extra
ordinary demands must not be made upon their skill.55

Motivation. The problem of motivation is so closely

associated with the problems of band competition and teach

ing ability that it seems unnecessary to go into it in mUch

detail. Professional writers have discussed this problem
"

at length and have given numerous suggestions for promoting

interest in the strings. Teachers and professional writers

agree that the problem of motivation is one which involves'

gaining and maintaining the interest not only of pupils but

also of administrators, teachers, parents, and whole communities.

Wersen, in suggesting that teachers take advantage of

wartime conditions to stimulate greater interest in strings,

realizes the need for motivation:

But it still is necessary to persuade the poten-
tial musician that ,just as much enjoyment can ultimately
be -derived from learning to playa stringed instrument
as a horn. And this, we as dealers and instructors

,must do. It is a distinct challenge to our ability
to keep alive in the heart of a child the desire to
leam to play an instrument. Such desire must not
be allowed to grow cold and die, for to hold the inter
est .of our present music beginners is all-important
to America's music future.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . .

Our obligation to children still remains -- per
suade Johnny, who dearly loves a horn, that for the

',time being he can be very happy as a member of the
"string :family." Certainly string instruction holds
a 'challenge for the a~gressive and ambitious pupil

? 55 'skm:ueiW·. Spurbeck, "The Plight of the Less Skilled
,Orchestl,'1'"Music Publishers Journal,):27, 61; March-April,1945.
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'that cggnot be surpassed by any other family of instru- ,
ments., "

, A few more quotations illustrate further that pro-
,

~ fessional writers are mindful of the problem of motivation:

In localities where violin playing is a tradition,
the teacher has an e'asy job; but where string playing

, is unusual, a sympathetic attitude should be created
before attempting to organize classes. In many communi
ties the latter condition prevails at present. Schools
in most localities have concentrated so strongly on .
the band, that string music has faded out completely•••• 57

••• In one talk, mention was made of the importance
o~ i~troducing the

5
§trings in an interesting and con-

vlnc~ng manner.... .

Everyone agrees that it is easy to get students to
take string instruments. The' difficult problem is to
keep them interested ••••

, .

. . . . . . . . . . . .. '. . '. . . . . . . . . .
We should try to have a music program based on

interest •••• lf we put our minds to it, we can soon
have players and listeners who are orchestra-minded
as well as band-minded •

?

• •• 1 am sure that a great deal of string material _
is lost through boys' and girls' choosing band work
in preference to strings because of the coveted uniform.59

•••String teachers, let's wake up to the situation
and educate the public to be orchestra-minded.60 '

I,



•••We have found that far greater numbers of stu-
dents abandon the stringed instruments in the early
stages than abandon wind instruments. Much of this
"mortality" rate is due first to the difficulty of
the strings as compared with winds, and secondly th51lack
of motivation for continuing in the string classes. .

The "Symposium on 'Strings," conducted by the editor

of the Music Publishers Journal, was introduced by several

though-provoking questions regarding "the problem of motivation. 62

Instruments. Teachers and professional writers alike

seem to be lamenting the deplorable condition of string in~tru

ments in the pUblic sCho~ls. The problem of purchasing, re

pairing, and equipping instruments appears to be a twofold one:

it requires additional school funds, and it demands that the

teacher have information about the value and care. of instru-

mentsand practical experience in minor repair work.

Barzin comments on the lack of string instruments and

on the faulty conditions of the few that do exist in the
• !

average. public ,school:

What a pity, in a country such as ours, full of,
fine schools with every kind of gymnasium, sport, and
scholastic equipment, to find deplorable conditions
such as these in an art, the only thing that lives
after us. No wonder that in the history of music,
our' time may be characteri.zed as a bankruptch' period
for stringed instruments. b3

,'61. Reve'LIl,' Etude', 58:563.
C\r,c,hec;',;:~.'l~:, ., c. ;~~:: I. {I".

191+·5. 62./Cf • ant;:' P~'i9"
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In a discussion of" the 'care and maintenance of school;

owned instruments, Grimes states:

••• The adjustment problem here is an even greater
one, for it is only human nature to tend to be neglect
ful of public property •. This attitude can and should
be avoided by a carefully-planned psychological cam
paign wherein the proper care of school-owned instru-

6ments will assume a doubly significant importance •••• 4

Chenoweth explains the part tnat band instrument

~anufacturers play in the school string instrumental situ-

Another situation that seems remote from an irnnediate
solution is that of the quality of string instruments.
Most of the string instruments found in the average
high school orchestra are of a very cheap grade. It
is possible at least to approximatefue true clarinet
torte on a medium grade instrument, but it is impossible
to achieve anything like a good tone on a cheap vio
lin. Band instruments are well advertized. String
instruments are poorly advertised, probably because
the majority of string instruments. sold in this coun
try are made in Europe and there are no American manu
facturers large enough to boost their products on a
par with the band instrument manufacturers. The makers
of the finest violins, violas, cellos and double basses
are' dead, and modern violin makers working in their
shdps for the love of their work are incapable or

- indifferent to personal publicity and the exploitation
,of their products. b5

ation:

64 Clarence A. Grimes, ttRebuilding the High School
·erche'st-ra,tt~MusicEduca tors Journal , 31: 57, February-March,
1945.'
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valuable member of the band in a shorter time than of the
$ te ,~:; ;,'1;' 'If'.) .' . ~',,; ;~

seem to fall into three main categories: (1) The band takes

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO PROB~EMS

less talent, it is easier to teach, and the student becomes a

CHAPTER IV

Band competition, lack of time, and scheduling diffi

culties. In order to propose possible solutions to the prob

lem of band competition, it appears logical to review the

reasons for band preference in many schools. These reasons

statement:

A'successful string program is possible in any school
regardless of size providing that two reCluisites are pre
sent: a competent teacher who understands modern string
class pedagogy, and a genuine desire to have a balanced
instrumental program•••• l ,

Haskell thus pointed out the two phases of the problem which

in this study were found to be the two major causes for the

decline of string talent,: band competition and lack of a cap

abl.e teacher.

Duane Haskell, national chairman of the String Instruc

tion Committee of the Mus-ic Educators National Conference,

in a report of the Committee's progress, s1imrn.arized the whole

problem of string instruction and 1ts solution in one brief
~)

1 ClaudeB.8mith, Duane Haskell, and eight others, "The'
:'Fc)1"\I,e.J:~d Maro~ Has Begun," Musio Eduoators Journal, 33: 31, June,

1
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ten pupils. Van Hoesen, in advocating daily class procedure,

states': "The writer knows from experience that the average
,f.

47·

pupil will playas well at the end of a month of daily lessons

for the band, partioular~y with sports.

In regard to the first point, the fact that the band

takes less talent, that it is easier to teach, and that the

student becomes a valuable member .of the band in a shorter

time than of the orchestra is seldom disputed. Many, however,

have proved that these difficulties can be overcome if string

instructors and orchestra directors are willing to plan care-

advisable simply to allow the string players more time •

. Music educators generally agree that beginning string

classes should be started in the grades at least a year ear

lier than beginning wind-instrument classes. The fact that

small string instruments are available makes this arrangement

even more practical. An ample supply of school-owned string

instruments, both small and regular-sized, is a great asset.

fully and work· hard at the job. Since string players cannot

progress with the same speed as wind players, it would seem

The ideal beginning string class schedule would provide for

five. half-hour periods per week in classes of not more than
',...':-',:-' .

orchestra. (2) The band makes a bigger show, it is more gla~

orous with its uniforms and marching precision, and it creates

,more school and community interest. (3) There are more uses
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as he will at the end of a school year ot weekly lessons. n2 ,

A piano background is, of course, excellent help to

the beginning string player. However, probably the only real

essentials for success are normal intelligence, an instrument

in good condition, and a' good teacher. Time and again it has

been pointed out that if a person has normal hearing and

any degree of sensitivity, his ear can be trained musically.

In discussing the old idea that only a few people have the

fine sensibilities necessary for playing a string instrument,

Waller states:

••. Let us not forget that, to an amazing extent, the
fine musical ears, emotional aptitudes, etc., which string
players are popularly supposed to have been born with have
been acquired through the study of a stringed instrlliilent.J

Pupils using school-owned instruments, or at least the

violinists and the cellists, should be encouraged eventually

to purchase their own instruments if possible and to secure

private- instruction. It is reconwlended that every string

player in an orchestra either be enrolled in a string class

or take private lessons because, although the orchestra re-

hearsaldoes augment the training, it cannot take the place of

. regular instrumental instruction. Playing in small ensem

bles~is also fine experien~e for string students.

~: + I .'

ZtJ , 2 VanHoesen" '£E.. cit., p. 48.
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orchestra.
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Advanced string groups and orchestras likewise demand!

]3e'tba t as it may J the important part played by the
musfc·:ciirector.in allot this is not only to see that

>:" ,~ ...... '.<, .... '._.', i',', ~; ,,:~.'h.

pared With those of band work. The wusic teacher particularly

needs to guard against the setting up of a schedule that

makes music only extra-curricular. Grimes believes that the

music director should welcome the' opportunity to help adminis

trators in planning the curriculum schedule:

•••Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing in
school, and any important fine art such as music is not
only tremendously handicapped but very severely stigma
tized by being forced into the category of an "extra
curricular activity." •••Many factors enter the picture
in the scheduling problem, as all administrators know
only too well. The task may even involve building the
entire curriculum schedule around the music program.
But 'this is not unreasonable; the curriculum has to be
set up around something; and is it not logical to set

~-"-'it"'up'inconjunctionwith music, which is probably the
mos~ widely selective subject in the curriculum?

" ,." ,j

program and with the problems peculiar to string work as com-

administrators with the desirability of a fine orchestral

instrwlental music teachers must find some means to acquaint

part of administrators and'music teachers. For this reason

sals as has been,suggested here would require planning on the

Such a schedule of string classes and orchestra rehear-

rehearsals. Many directors.wisely plan rehearsals so that

they meet the strings alone as often as they meet the full

time to become as proficient as advanced band groups.

,Consequently, much time should be given to string sectional

.,,
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it is done, but to take an active and hard-working part)
in its execution. The music director should not only
expect to spend many long hours in the task of scheduling,
he should welcome th~ Q£E£rtunity to do it. 4

Vroman makes three suggestions that can help the string

class instructor to gain the cooperative support of the school

principal and the teachers:

a. Propose plans and procedures which help to provide
the things they already desire for the pupils. B. Avoid
excessive preliminary costs, demands, and annoyances.
c. Discuss cooperatively from time to tline with the teach
ers and the administrator the progress and plans of your
work with the class.) .

Of course, the employing of orchestra specialists,

string instructors, and private string teachers is invaluable

in building an orchestral program in the schools of any community.

The second point favoring the band has to do with the

glamor of the band and its attractiveness to pupils and to

c.itizens of the community. The first step in making orchestra

membership desirable to pupils is probably to establish its

significance as an equal of the band •• Moore has given several

fine suggestions as to how this balance can be achieved if

. the instrumental-music director is willing to give a good

deal of his time and effort to the task:

••• An instrumental director always has time for just
as many ,different things as he needs -- be~ore school,
noon hours, after school, after supper, Saturdays --

.. - , .. , '''-'~... '""" 4 Grimes, cit., 57-58.Ope pp.
'l

5 Vroman, ~. cit., p. 54.
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• ~.it should be a "coveted" reward and honor for the

best wind players of the band to "make" the orchestra.

~" ..'
~,,: .i . .'.'"'C. ~'> .;.. !>l. ~':;' '.~:, '. ;" .'

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
these are never your own anyway; so as I outline this
plan, don't ask me where you're going to get the time.

I'r
I

I have seen countless schools where the orchestra
was made up of players who could not get in the band,
either through schedule difficulties or lack of ability.
Anyone who has worked with both ensembles knows that
the orchestra demands far greater musicianship than the
band, and if this point is hammered at repeatedly until
it becomes an accepted fact in your school, your orch
estra's reputation will flourish and the standard go high.6

••• We have so little time for all of the .things we want
to do, and when it comes to a question of robbing Peter
to pay Paul, we name the orchestra to play the part of'
Peter. Naturally, a fairly good-sounding band can be
whipped into shape faster than an orchestra, so we put
them in uniform, give them all of the public appearances,
and let,the orchestra take what is left. Consequently,
that is exactly the way the students look at it, too.
If all else in this paper is forgotten, I would have
directors remember this -- you cannot expect to have
an orchestra '~s you insist at all times that it have
equal ranking with the band in everything connected with
the school. Make y~ur wind and percussion sections of
the orchestra selective, and place a high premium on mem
bership in both organizations~ and then see to it that
your pupils are as proud of their orchestra membership
as their band.

51'

Grimes also discusses the importance of making it a

privilege for wind players to be in the orchestra by allowing

only the best to join:

The admission to membership in the orchestra of more
than three or four of each of the wind instruments empha-
sizes the weakness rather than enhances the prestige of .
the orchestra. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

1\ . " 6
.....,7"._-~_.. _... Moore, £E.. cit., pp 245-46.
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Finally, there is no better attitude to develop in the
minds of the orchestra members than that of an efficient
professional spirit; a growing feeling that the orchestra
means business. The student will come to feel a sense
of satisfaction in the hand and arduous but thrilling
work that is required. When the ambitious hard-workin'g
director can "get-over~ to the players this feeling that
the orchestra is "significant", he need never worry about
the loyalty, integrity, and whole-hearted effort of the
students.7

When one person directs both ~he band and the orchestra,

it is easier to keep an equal balance between the two organiza

tions, but when the ttsplit-department" situation exists, there

-must be cooperation between the two directors so that one

will not profit at the expense of the other.

The orchestra director should make opportunities for

string groups to perform. The public can learn to appreciate

and love orchestras as well as bands if they are only given an

taste of the beauties and possibilities of string playing.

By taking advantage of every opportunity to have string groups

perform, the orchestra director can make both the school and

the community orchestra-conscious. The importance of small

string ensembles in developing interest in the orchestra can-

not be overemphasized.

Instrument manufacturers, uniform companies, and band

. directors have done a marvelous job of promoting bands.

Manufacturers of wind instruments have supported vast adver-
fo:rf'~U..r'<~_de ~,.~"J.:'l .',

tising campaigns for popularizing band instruments, and band
oItl c ne ~) t;:t~ t~t 11 C 'C ~l-<r' ;,~ :::.'~ ,~: 0,',
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uniform industries have also used high-pressure salesmanshi~

for making their product desirable. Much of this powerful

propaganda which features bands is irresistible to students,

parents, school authorit.ies, and even many .Qlusic instructors.

Naturally, the orchestra cause would receive tremendous sup-

port if only strings had the same kind of backing. However,

that kind of aid seems Quite remote. Chenoweth has expiliAined

why string instruments are poorly advertised and why the

.situation is far from an immediate solution. 8

On the other hand, these industries are not entirely

to blame for the popularity of the band and the resulting

decline of the orchestra. The band directors themselves have

undertaken elaborate publicity campaigns for their groups

which' have been highly successful. In this respect, orch-'

estra directors too can do much to create more interest in

the orchestra. Favorable results have been achieved when

orchestra directors have sent photographs and articles about

their orohestras, their string stUdents, and themselves to

newspapers and music periodicals. The musical pUblic is
~, I

likewise just as interested in knowing about the contest
'"~. ' "

winners on string instruments as it is in knowing about those
.:J :j"L~;'~i . . ,

on band instruments. In short, orchestra directors should
'p:f't'~c'} ,:," ;::' ,") , / \: ,::} .

formulate better pUblicity campaigns for glamorizing the

orchest,ra. Other ways of promoting the orchestra and the
t ~...; ~. ~ N;S,:-.~:~.'t. ~ .

• I
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string program are enumerated in the section on motivation.9

There is no question that the band is more glamorous

and appealing to students because of its handsome and coveted

uniforms. However, there is really no sound reason for schools

not having orchestra uniforms also, and many professional

writers advocate uniforming the orchestra as well as the band.

Raudenbusch goes so far as to suggest that "string bands rt

arrayed in bright colors play for basketball games:

•••Would it be beyond the reach of school curriculum
adjustment if, when the football season came to an end
and basketball took the floor for the winter months, a
string band arrayed in bright colors and distinctive
uniforms accompanied the team to furnish some bright,
lively music during the rest periods and before and after
the game, playing, perhaps, folk dance tunes in good
arrangements? Why not dramatize and glamorize the string
players a bit?lO
I . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•••Why not do the same kind of advertising and glamor
izing for strings that they have done for the band instru
ment field or the piano field: Why not uniforms for string
bands, and why not string bands at all age levels? .. ll

, The orchestra can at least appear in attractive and

somewhat similar attire, if not in uniforms, and stage setting

and lighting effects can be used to good advantage. A direc

tor can point out to his students that the orchestra is able~

to show off by the rhythmic and uniform movement of the bowing

arms of the string players just as the band shows off by the

precision of its marching legs.

9 Cf'.ipos t , pp. 70-72.

10 Raudenbusch,££. cit., pp. 50-51.

11 Ibid., p. 52.
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In a discussion of the band movement problem, WallerJ

draws attention to the expense of band instruments and uni-

forms:

••• It is equally true that band instruments Bnd uni
forms are much more expensive than orchestra equipment;
they wear out more quickly and repair bills are greater.
For reasons of profit, band instrument houses and uniform
companies have promoted bands o~ a mass soale •••• 12

The third point in favor of the band is that there are

more uses for the band, particularly with sports. It is true

that the band is more flexible out-of-doors, and so is of more

use to the school in athletic events, parades, park concerts,

and other outdoor celebrations than the orchestra is. But the

orchestra and the strings also have their distinctive functions,

such as performing for class plays, commencements, bac--

, calaureates, school operettas, and festivals. Moreover, orch-,,
estras and string ensembles are also of special servicem the

commu~ity. They are preferred over bands for churches, for

dinner music, for quieter entertainments, for more formal oc

casions, and in many other indoor capacities. The compilers of

the Music Education Source Book, in making recommendations tp

encourage the playing of string instruments, have suggestea:

•••That wind players, where possible, be encouraged tp
participate in both the band and orchestra. Everyoppor-'
tunity should be utilized to feature the school orchestra
especially in school plays, operettas, music ~estivals,

12)"" Wa'ller, Mus.ic.Educators Journal, 28: 33.
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etc. 'The band and orchestra each have their special fie~ds

of service to the pupil, the school and the community.
In a well-planned instrumental program, conflict will
give way to cooperative effort. 13

Moore believes that orchestra directors should take,ad

vantage of every worthwhile opportunity to feature their string

students and should thus teach them civic responsibility:

The good director •• above all,'will strive to fit the
••• orchestra into the school program. Make your groups
available for all school functions -- it may mean extra
work for you, but it will bring in rewards in the long
run. Make your groups available for a reasonable amount
of community functions, but don't commercialize your
groups or allow any appearance to be undignified. Be sure
that every event in which they participate is worthy of
their contribution, and then try to make the contribution
worthy of the event. Teach the children school, community
and civic responsibility right from the start •.. 14

If a school is so small that it' cannot possibly support

an orchestra as well as a band, probably the only alternative

would be for the music director to develop string ensembles

and have students participate in music festivals that might

combine the string talent of several communities. However,

such a school is the exception. Revelli believes that the

average school can support both a band and an orchestra:

••• There is no real basis for saying that our schools~

are not prepared to support both organizations, the band
and the orchestra. The average school can, and, with
proper inspiration and support, the orchestra will prosper.15

'13 '
;' )vIorgan, £E.• .ill., p. 65.,

1:\ l!~ ..¥()o.:re,.,~ cit., p. 2,47.

t,:)1'B-::Re'{r~11i:, EtUde, 58:564.



In concluding this section on solving the band com-
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16 Keeney, .2.,£. cit., pp. 5-6.

J. In after-school life the stringed instrument is of
value in so many more places than is the wind instrument.
It -is more adaptable to the life of the ordinary citizen
for pleasure and entertainment. Playing a stringed instru-

" ment gives the student something of vrlue to offer as a
citizen to his cowmunity, gives him a definite place in"
church and social programs after he leaves school in what
ever' group he finds himself, and acts as an introduction
to new cOnIDlunities. It establishes contacts with others
of like interests and finer tastes.

2. The string technique, once learned, is more lasting
than that of a wind instrill,lent, with its necessary con
stant practice to keep the lip muscles in condition.

1. The amount of literature available for orchestra
and the quality of this literature is an important item
to consider. All of the great music has been written
for orchestra. There is only a limited repertoire for
band. Orchestra stimulates interest in the class of music
unknown to students of school age. It gives the student
a richer cultural and emotional life, and a background
for the enjoyment and appreciation of good music for the
future.

the school orchestra:

pf the orchestra as compared to the values of the band.

Keeney has given six reasons for the advisability of stressing

petition problem, it seems reasonable to sWlliuarize the values

4. For the more talented student, there are vocational
possibilities in radio, symphony and dance orohestras.

5. The orchestra has all of the advants{sescommon to
any musical organization: enjoyment, self-discipline,
self-expression, self-reliance, development of initiative,
leadership, team-work and cooperation.

6. The orche~:tra is of use to a community in its ser
vice for plays, programs, pageants, ensembles for ban
quets and teas. It stabilizes the community by utilizing
leisure, time, .~nd by creating a love for the artistic and

,.,the cultural. 1b '.'
,·~~S£~~.;.~ .. ',.::: ;~~Jo,.,:,,,:';'; ,\, •..,.,,~,,~.,,\.: '
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The second major cause for the decline of string talent was

Teaching string teacher trainin6 and materials.

58

found in this study to be the laok of a capable teaoher, and

the one Quality most desirable in string teaohers vvas found

to be a genuine interest in the teaohing of strings. If the

teacher really wants to teach strin6s, he will have the en-

thusiasm and the drive that are so necessary in working with

youngsters. Probably the next most important characteristic

of the string teaoher is sound violinistic training. Bos-

telmann discusses the necessity of such a foundation:

Enthusiasm, energy, and the ability to interest young
people in the instrwnent are prime requisites for suocess
ful violin teachers in our schools. Any violin-teaohing
program must have zest and drive. But no matter how much
enthusiasm the teacher and class may have, no important
goal will be reaohed-unless the teaoher has a good know
ledge of the fundamentals of violin playing and the will
to instill basic principles of technic as a foundation
for the development of competent players. Vnless pupils
are taught correctly from the very beginning they will
fa~l to produce satisfying results, and unless they get
satisfaction from the instrilluent they will eventually
abandon it. A poor training program is of benefit to no
one -- or to the violin, either. I 7

i third desirable characteristic of the string teacher

is a genyral background of education, including a knowledge 

of child psychology and the laws of learning. The qualifi

cations of the teacher of instrumental music classes are

discussed in the Music Education Source Book:,,, ...~ '- ,.,....- ~,., .....• '--,

:l:7 ,.Lquis BQste.lmann,t,tFundamentals and Basic Principles, n
rM\ls1JQ (~ublisheI!s'J,ournal, :3: 38; March-April, 1945 •
.i~tJJ:~ii:, J. '.) ::,,:: ""

/
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Instrumental music classes are taught by two general!
types of teachers: the specialist,who is an expert per
former on one instrwlent, and the generalist, who knows
about all instruments but does not perform on any.

Ideally~ the one in charge of instrumental classes'
should be more than a combination of these two. He should
be an acceptable performer on the instrument he is teacb
ing, and the more he knows of all the other instruments
the better teacher he will be. He should not be an un
successful private teacher who has turned to school teach
ing for a livelihood but rather" one who has a general
background in education. He 'must know general educational
techniques and procedures as well as child psychology
and general laws of learning. This general background
will make him a real teacher and, coupled with his instru
mental training and knowledge, will make him an ideal.
person to guide children in instrumental classwork.18

A few quotations showing professional writer's opinions

as to the desirable characteristics of the teacher of strings

and of the orchestra director follow:

••• The few high school teachers who are successful
in their string teaching programs insist that it is just
a$ easy to interest youngsters in playing in the orchestra
as in the band -- provided tfa

9
t the teacher, himself i.s

truly interested in strings. _

. The prospective teacher of a school orchestra should
decide whether there is a reasonable possibility of build-

-ing a successful orchestra in his school, should become
thoroughly acquainted with his ,school and the children,
should plan carefully each phase of his departmental
program, particularly the instruction in the lower grades,
and should evaluate his own strengths and weaknesses as 
a teacher and plan an appropriate program of 'professional

", growth to remove any deficiencies. These are some of the
first steps,~n building a good school orchestra and a

" ; school orchestra is always an asset. 20
~. - " . ,- '. , .

:..",,;:;:::.,;;;~c. 18' , '.' ,'. '. .."
:Morgan , ' .2P.. ill., p. 77.

19·:Rby.:underWood,: "Development of the Michigan String
Planning.;:aon:ee.~ence"nMusic Publishers Journal, 3: 30, March-
April, 1945·~'·:'i·<1 1 .,. ..,_••

20 Vroman, ~. ill., p. 18.

I
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The teaching of the beginning string class is a high~y

specialized field and not every capable violinist or pri
vate teacher is adept in class teaching. The competent
string class teacher is the individual who is first inter
ested in the teaching of young children, one who under
.stands child psychology, is patient, kind, and sympathetic.
He must be willing to. ·t;olerate many disagreeable sounds
and assiduously work on the technical problems at hand.
It is in these Qualities that many excellent musicians
fail as class string teachers. 21

Last, but far from least in the development of the grade
school orchestra, is the director. It is imperative
that he really know the stringed instruments; he should
be able to play any of them better than the best player
in his orchestra. 22

••• In towns of 10,000 inhabitants, one energetic and
well-trained man can handle both band and orchestra.
This statement is made with full knowledge that it is a
big job and that such a man must know all brasses, wood
winds, percussion instruments,' and strings. But this is
not asking too much of a man who is devoting his life to
school music. Such an arrangement, if widely adopted,
would help to assure us of capable orchestra directors
for there is no question but that a thorough knowledge
of brasses and woodwinds is essential for adequate hand-
.ling of a full orchestra. It is eQually true that some
years of serious work with strings would so improve the
ear as to make any man a m~ch better bandmaster. 23 .

, ••• The teacher mus-t be more interested in the students
and their musical education than in himself and his own
reputation. If the former is true, his success will natur
ally followA provided he has the proper training to carry
it through. "4

In evaluating the success of a year's work with

. 21 William D. Revelli, ftDeveloping the School Orchestra, n
Etude;'62:692;Deoember, 1944.

,:':,'2.2 'TraUgott, Rohner, "'The CU.-ade School Orchestra,"
MusicLEduoators Journal, 48:69 , February-March, 1942.

23 Waller Music Educators Journal, 28:33.--.-._-_ ,,_. __ _.--_., , ==..;;. =:.;::.;:;:.::;,;::::..;;..:;;;;.;.=. =..:;..:;;;..;;;.;;;=

:34,:~~~I+~y,~• cit., p. 51
J.:... 't.," I,,::: .~II t· ,;: .t:.1t ~
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beginning string classes, Vroman suggests that the teacher ,_

ask himself these questions:

a. To what extent have I been able to interest and hold
the pupils with musical talent? b. To what extent do
the pupils who have interest and talent play well? c.
To What extent have the talented pupils and their parents
become interested in buying good violing? d. To what
extent have I been able to interest capable students in
stUdying with a good private teacher? e. To what extent
are the capable students interested in joining the advanCed
ensemble organizetions.25 .

In another article Vroman lists twelve points of view

which have proved helpful to him in bUilding a high school

orchestra:

1. The teacher must be thoroughly acquainted with the
human material in his orchestra.

2. The general and specific objectives for the work
of the year should be clear.

J. There should be motivation adequate to develop
interest and stimulate progress ••••

4. Adequate equipment must be available .•••
5. Technical frogress should be planned for each stu

dent by means of a) private stUdy or technical driLl:
during rehearsal, and (b) solo and ensemble performances.

6. Technical progress should be planned for the orch-
e's tra ••••

7. Rehearsal techniques must be effective ••••
8. The music must be selected very carefully in terms

of the students' musical background, interests and edu
cational maturity.

9. The orchestra must be effectively organized and
administered ••••

10. Daily rehearsals must be supplemented'with a vari
ety-ot special activities ••••

11. Evaluation is essential. The teacher who has been,
working with a clear understanding of his problem and with
a definite plan for the year should have no trouble in
arriving at value jUdgments of (1) the extent to which he

.. _..has achieved his goals, and (2) the revisions he should

.:.\ ;

.O.l'C

Vroman, £l?• cit., p • 18.



make in his plan. Each school year is a cycle which
starts with a basic philosophy, proceeds through general
and specific objectives, is implemented by the instruc
tional program, and ends with evaluation.

12. The teacher must grow professionally. Each year
the teacher should select some phase of his work that
needs improvement and make it a project for his personal
growth. It can be as specific as learning special bow
ing techniQues or it can be as broad as the study of the
psychology of adolescent behaviar.26

It has been pointed out that teacher-training insti

tutions are partly to blame for the lack of capable string

teachers. The sections of the Music Education Source Book

on Qualifications of the instrumental-class teacher and on

strengthening the strings include discussions of what colleges,

universities, and teacher-training schools can do to better

prepare their students as future string teachers and orch-

estra directors:

The success of an instrumental class rests, in the final
analysis, with the teacher. If the young teacher has not
been provided with opportunity for reasonable observation
of instrumental classes and reasonable opportunity for
actual supervised teaching experience during his training
period, he is launched into the actual teaching with a
handicap which he may never overcome. Many states now
reQuire supervised teaching before a license is granted,
but rarely is it specified that instrumental class teach
ing be included.

Teacher-training institutions must meet the issues·
sQuarely. They must first see to it that the student is
quidedby an instrumental teacher who believes that the
class can be successful and, if possible, this teacher
should be one who has hand considerable experience in actual

26ClYd:e· Vroman, ."Problem of Building the High School
Orchest~~, " Etude, 63:138, March, 1945 •

.. ' .t-



public school teaching. A fine European background train
ingis excellent, but actual experience in our public
schools is equally important. Secondly, classes must be
provided for the teaching of instrumental class pedagogy.
There are still too many institutions which seem to be
lieve that instrumental proficiency is synonymous with
pedagogical proficiency.

It is urgent that the teacher-training institutions
recognize the instrumental class as an important part of
the school music program by prQviding adequate courses
in methods, pedagogy, and supervised practice teaching.27

The following recommendations were made to encourage
the playing of string instruments:

(1) That teaCher-training institutions recognize the
lack of adequately trained string teachers. The solu
tion of the problem implies stricter standards of per
formance, explicit requirements for the certification
or licensing of instrumental teachers, and a curriculum
in the teaCher-training institution which will permit
the attainment of these standards. More time should
be given the directed teaching program and the adequate
supervision of this program. 28

) ,

I
I
I '

I
J

Dykema and Gehrkens, in discussing the character

.istics of good public school music teachers, have selected

musicianship as the first art the student of music education

should acquire, and they have chosen teaching ability as the

se'cond. Their brief summary of the types of training which

teachers' colleges should offer their music students follows:

Observation of teaching, studying books and taking
courses in various phases of education and teaching,
together with a f~ly long period of student teaching
under a fine critic teacher -- these three, then, are
the media through whicp the musician will master his

27.:Morgan, £,E. cit., p. 77.

/



teach by rote first so that pupils can watch their instru-

ments and learn to produce tone before meeting the complicated

Another important phase of the actual teaching prob

lem was found to be the diffioulty of teaching teohni~ues

peouliar to strings. Beginning string pupils imrrlediately

meet such problems as hand and arm positions, tuning the

strings, tone production, and intonation. It is generally

agreed that the best procedure for the string-class teacher

to use with beginners" is to concentrate on but one problem

at a time, starting with the position for holding the instru

ment and then taking up the bow hand. It is advisable to

64

the art of guiding the learning of hisseoond ~9t
pupils.

problems of reading notes. The olass should be reviewing
~'i

! ..~,., , . basic principles constantly to improve position, tone ~uali.ty,

and intonation. The newer methods st8rt with the sharpe"d

keys 'and unified finger patterns on all strings, introduce the

use of the little finger early, and include both melodies and

technical studies. Many string teachers recoillnlend that be

ginners not be permitted to practioe at home or alone for

several weeks so that they will have supervision each time

they play. This prooedure guards against the formation of

bad teohnioal habits and guarantees the establishing of good
< .1••

~9 ~eter W. Dykema and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching
and .Administtati6n~bf1iighSohool Musio (Boston: C. C.
Birohard and Company, 1941), p. 467. '

. '
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practice habits. Both beginning and advanced students learn

much by imitation, and they enjoy hearing the teacher or

director play his instrument. Demonstration by the teacher

not only save time but also help to establish students'

conception of good tone and related skills. string teachers

and orchestra directors should know the fundamental techniques

of all string instruments. TheBe include a thorough k.now

ledge of correct fingerings, various kinds of bowing, shifting,

positions, vibrato, and the other special string effect~.

The familiar statement, "Make haste slOWly," is an excellent

motto for string classes.

The following basic principles in instrwaental-class

instruction have been condensed from Normann's Instrwaental

Music ,in the Public Schools 30 by the authors of the Music

- Education Source Book:

I.

.,:

(1) Plan each lesson so that some definite accomplish
~ent has been made. "The consciousness of having made
a step forward is the greatest incentive to real effort."

(2) Present drills that Illay be applied to the music
at hand. Provide frequent opportunities for "individual
recitations" so that the student will learn to look upon
performance as a matter of course.

(3) Encourage thinking in terms of rhythmic and phrase
units. Music must be more than individual notes.

(4) Problems must be presented so as not to overtax
the pupil's span of attention. Variety, bames, novel .
approaches, and competition all help maintain hisatten-

·tlon. -
. (5) A generous amount of rote teaching ~nd imitative

r drill, particularly in the beginning, encourages the
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pupil to listen.

(6) Eruploy the "singing appl'oach." It tie~1 up 'with
the pupil's previous musical experience and is 8. help
ful guide to correct intonation.
, (7) Keep 111a terials generally well within the stq.dent' s
ability. A great fault of much music teaching in Amer
ica is the attempted performance of material beyond the
student's technical and intellectual grasp.

(8) The class must be kept busy to forestall problems
of discipline. The nature of the class requires instant
reaction to a set of procedures to avoid needless explana
tions, waste of time, noise arid confusion.

(9) Generally, the effectiveness of the lesson is
inversely proportional to 'the smoun t of explana tion done
by the teacher.31

The lack of qualified private string teachers to £ollow

up class instruction in many cOllliaunities is another serious

pro blem which seeiliS far from inJIuedia te solution. Several

teachers who answered the questionnaire suggested that stu-
•

i~ dents from Indiana state 'reachers Oollege be sent to nearby

communities regularly to give private lessons on the string

instruments. A similar solution might be for teachers ~o

communica te with musicians, from larger cent ers to see whether

they would consider coming to a smaller cOlillUunity one or two

days a week to give private instruction. Probably several school

music teachers from cOIDnlunities of close proximity could co-

operatively build up a larger class of students 'to offer these

visiting musicians as an inducement. If this sort of instruc

tion oannot be ,obtained and the teacher knows that no adults

in t,he community are qualified to teach string instruments,

'1 .
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might have the concertmaster and the more advanced stri~g

players in the high school orchestra give lessons to the

younger pupils.

In a discussio~ of private teaching technique, Rolland

has suggested ways in which the private string teacher can

improve his instruction. The publ.ic-school teacher probably

could improve his instruction also by heeding Rolland's

advice:

.Amidst the many problems of instrwnental techniqy.e
don't teach material, but teach the child. Improve dir
ectly such factors as tpne', intonation, bowing, finger
placing, vibrato, etc. Every lesson should prepare the
pupil for his next home assignment. It is poor teach
ing to spend the whole lesson on correcting faults of
the previous assingment and give next week's assignment
in the last minute. Every new problem should be care
fUlly explained and tried by the student in the presence
of the teacher and only then followed up by home prac
ticing. It would be very poor driving to watch the
road from the rear window and steer the car only after
it had slipped off the pavement.

Teaoh the pupil on his own level by giving assignments
within his immediate reach. Don't make him a one-piece
specialist by selecting something too ambitious, but
ensure his progress with a variety.of material. Avoid
the evil of much unison playing with the student but
accompany him freely on the piano or violin. Students
who learn notes and rhythms by following the teacher's
instrument do not become good readers.

":, Don't use etudes tha t pile note ·after note upon the
student before a fair sense of tonality has been obtaine~.

c,;,•• 'Es:t'abl'ish this sense with melodic material augmented
with applied scales, sequences and broken ohords.

" ,.-, I,

Seek the oooperation of the parents. Write assigij
._.,..._»••".m.e.~.t.s ,:In a notebook and have the pupil secure the sig

nature of a parent on each lesson. Demand practicing
. chaiits,::f'rom,y;ounger ,pupils,. , Arrange recitals frequently.

'cat.o:~s0:t;:id~~&~~er,.s ;iriJ .pr~v,B:t,e 'lessons, give several short
~__.._ .~......_ ............._... ,•..J.'_""'_ ~ t.

"
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lessons every week until the pupils learn correct posi~
tion, tuning, and how to practice. The additional time
spent on the part of the teacher will pay dividends
later. Play frequently for the student if you are a good
player. Offer ensemble experience to private students.

String playing .from the first lesson on is an inter
esting and fascinating experience when the teacher's
attitude and techniques are in line with the modern trends
in music instruction in which case, both teacher and
pupil find enjoyment in every step of the learning pro-
cess.32 .

Raudenbusch suggests that private teachers use orch-

estra and string ensemble music as study material:

••• Instead of the Handel· solo sonata, why not a first
violin part of a Haydn quartet; instead of the Viotti
twenty-second or twenty-third concerto why not the first
violin part of the Beethoven ItEroica" or "Pastorale"'?
Again, why not use the parts of the wonderful and number
less concerti grossi and early symphonies for study
material'? Let the private string teacher educate and ad-
vise the parent away from the idea that his little Johnny
or Suzie must be a Heifetz or a Morini, and instead let

. him instill in parent and child a realization of the honor
and glory, the life-long happiness there is in being a
good orchestra p~ayer and quartet player, able to read
at sight like a streak of lightning and able to follow a
beat and stay together with the rest through thick and
thin. The child will get more fun from this and know more
of the joy of music than he will ever get from his lonely
Paganini concerto.33 .

The problem of selecting music materials for strings

and orchestras is one which has commanded much attention br

music educators. Three excellent sources of information about

lTlu'sic for school orchestras are (1) the lists of graded material

for orchestra, . band· and chamber-music groups published by the

._~_.__...._"12_,pa:ul··Rolland "The Teaching of Strings," ·Music Edu,;.
, ., -
cators J"ournal, 33:59, April, 1947.

33 Raudenbttsch, ~. cit., pp. 51-52.



National Bureau for the Advancement of Music in collaboration

with the Music Educators National Conference, (2) the recom

l mended lists of material issued by the National School Orch-
'( t-
It estra Association, and (3) the Official Bulletin -- National

Music Competition Festivals pUblished annually by the National

School Band, Orchestra, and Vocal Associations.

Normann has quite thoroughly discussed the subject of

selecting music for the orchestra:

Effective participation on the part of the orches~ra
in school and community life will depend somewhat on the
care and discrimination exercised in the selection of music.
In addition to concert numbers used on its formal programs
every organization should have a repertoire of lighter pieces,
marches, songs for assembly singing, and the so-called light
classics that can, at B moment's notice, be used when the
occasion demands. An abundance of sight-reading material
of an easy grade should also be provided for the purpose
of building skill' and confidence. In selecting such
material it would be advisable to choose music which
is well within the technical limitations of the performers,
easy enough in difficulty to allow them

3
to .read not only

the notes but also marks of expression. 4

Teachers and professional writers are especially con-

cerned with the lack of good beginning string methodsboolcs.

I They'have given many opinions about the relative values of

beginning string materials. In general, they agree that the

best methods books (1) are interesting to pupils of all ages

and interests, (2) give,a sense of moving forward, (3) .allow .

for differences in student progres-s, (4) are provided with

"pran-o'·ac'Co!llp'a.niment, (5) begin in unison on the middle ,strings,
':.;J '" '.
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(6) use the sharp key approach with unified finger patterns

on all strings,· (7) present problems' slowly and in logical

order, (8) contain pieces which have a direct bearing upon

the technical problems most recently introduced, (9) provide

for more drill through disguised repetition, (10) present

scales, broken chords, and sequenc~s immediately preceding

pieces, and (11) take up the key of C and shifting before

fingers are set too firmly.

Normann comments on selecting instrumental class

materials:

The teacher ot instrumental classes, if he is care
ful in, the choice of his material, will generally base
his selections upon three factors: Is the method inter
esting in its approach? Does it develop problems in
a logical order? Is the phrsical makeup of the book
in proportion to its cost?3'

Little about string ensembles has been mentioned in

this stUdy, probably because they create no serious problem.

Certainly, there is no lack of material for string ensembles,

as Revelli has stated:

There is such a wealth of excellent string material
'tor all grades, combinations, and styles, that it is
indeed seltishon our part to deprive students the op- 
portunitytg'experiencethe thrillot partaking ot this
repe:rzotory. J

~. . ":' • • ,I

), ,",j i

\."'('J,

:,~J5, I b'i"a;'p.1.58•
;-:.::,~~M~ .:",:'.:,

,30 Re~~Ifi, Et~;i'e' ,f 62: 726.
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of motivation is one that involves gaining and maintainingJ

the interest not only of pupils but also of administrators,

teachers, parents, and whole communities. So many sugges

tions have been made for creating interest in the strings

and in the orchestra that it seems advisable simply to list

them without detailed explanations. The well-prepared and

hard-working teacher can gain and maintain interest in string

instruments by using the following motivating devices:

1. Personal contact with the parents (in the sch~ol,
at community gatherings, and in the home).

2. Illustrated talks (pictures, instruments, and
demonstrations presented by the teacher).

3. Informal demonstration-type concert by a
school orchestra.

4. Solo and ensemble performances by pupils in the
string classes and by advanced students for school as
semblies.

5. Concerts and recitals by guest artists in the school
·and in the community.

6. Class visitation (have small groups of children
visit while the string class is in session.

7. Festivals with other schools.
8. Much public performance by school string groups.
9. The starting of many string students in the lower

grades.
10. Q,ualified priva te string teachers in the school

and in the community.
Ii. Many school-owned string instruments in good con-

dition and available for a small fee.
12. Civic orchestra.
13. Instruction in music appreciation.
14. Piano classes in the grades.
15. Early use of string ensembles.
16. Interesting daily class lessons.
17. Thorough and stimulating music.

. l8~ . H:Lgh-pressure pUblici ty campaign.
" ·19.. Letters and bulletins sent to parents.
'20. Conce~tsby inter-grade orchestras and ensembles.

21~ Awards of merit.
? 22. Practice reports

----''''.-'2'J;' .. ·Progress charts.

/
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24. Try-outs.
25. Performances by the teacher.
26. Varied programs, includin~ familiar, popUlar, and

novelty numers.
27. Discussion of the continued use of strings in

more and more popUlar dance bands.
28. Uniforms.
29. Summer school orchestras and string classes.
30. Music clubs for students.
31. Observation of Music Week in the schools.
32. Contests and talent tests.
33. School credit for orche stra and string classes.
34. Music aptitude tests.
35. Broadcasting.
36. Music parents clubs.
37. Civic musiC organizations.
38. Social good times.
39. The inclusion of orchestra and string class grades

on report cerds.
40. Democratic cyctem in the orchestras, with student

officers and staff members.
41. Music rental system.
42. Display of instruments.
43. Posters and thermometers indicating rise in orch

estra and, string class membership.
44. The posting of instrumentation (lists of instruments

'available and those most needed in the orchestra).
45. Practice rooms in the school buildinb.
46. Recordings mal).e by school groups.
47. Junior orchestras.
48. Regular individual playing before the whole group.

'49. Several instrwnents available for children to try.
50.' Discussion of music used for current movies and

radio programs.
51. Attendance cards for presence and promptness at

rehearsals and pr05rams.
52. Talks by the principal stating the advantages of

studying the string instruments.
53. A resident teacher in each school building instead

of only in centers.
54. Better articulation between the elementary and

secondary schools.
55. The appointment of music pupils to represent each

r.oom for the purpose of fostering closer aCQuaintance
with and greater enthusiasm for the school orchestra
and the string classes.37

,,".ft' .~,

37 Cf. ~, p. 54.
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Instruments. The last problem of string instruction

to be considered in this study is that of securing good string

instruments for the school. School-owned instrilluents are needed

to interest and encou~age pupils and to keep a balanced instru

mentation in the orchestras. Probably the instruments most

needed by the schools are those wh~ch parents are not inclined

to purchase: all the small-sized string instruments and the

more expensive and unusual double basses, cellos, and violas.

The purchase of such instruments requires a large financial

outlay, and often the music teacher must manage his instru

mental program with only occasional appropriations from the

board of education. Among the many ways in which the resource-

ful instructor can secure needed funds are concerts, instru-

ment rental fees, music parents' organizations, minstrel and

.vaudeville shows, carnivals, PTA and service club donations,

benefits, newspaper appeals for instrilloonts, alumni gifts,

and surrrrner concerts.

sales, recordings of school music groups, artist recitals,

magazine sUbcriptions, concessions, activity funds, serenades,

owned instruments should be checked at the beginning of each

seme~ter and periodically thereafter. In order to safeguard

the investment in instrumenss, the wise teacher would place

these instruments only in the hands of responsible conscientious

/

3chool-
I

Another important phase of the problem of ·securing

instrum~nts is keeping them in good playing condition.
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students who would take pride in thenl. From the very begih

ning students should be; instructed in the care and simple

repair of their instruments.

String instrillQents·should be inspected for needed

rep2irs and accessories alone the following lines: cracks

position of sound post, hei~ht of ~ridge, shoulder rest, pegs,

condition of bow hair, proper thickness and fitting of the

feet of the bridge, flat comfortable chin rest, properly

adjusted tail piece, grooves in the fingerboard, false strings,

untunable wire strings vvound on vvire, bow-screws, bow Grips,

and sharp endpins for cellos and basses.

"'. -~, . ~
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was first to deterLline

the nature of the problems involved in string instruction as

re)orted by teachers in the field _and as disoussed by author-

ities in oontemporary professional literature. The problems

seemed to Group th~mselves into four Bajor olassifioations:

(1) band competition, lack of time, and scheduling diffipul-

ties, (2) teaching -- string teaoher training and materials,

(3) motivation, and (4) instrillQents.

In comparint§, the tvlJO souroes of problems, it WClS .

.found tha t the teachers' reports and the opinions of profes

sionalwri ters coincided on alnios t every point. .An attempt

was made to determine the reasons for the fevi slight differences.

The apparent solution to the whole problem of string

instruction in the public schools appears to lie in the exist

ence of two basic factors: a oompetent teacher who under-

stands modern string class pedagogy, and a genuine desire to

have a balanced instrumental programo

,.
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APPENDIX.: QUESTIONNAIRE

83 .

Indiana State Teaohers College
Terre Haute, Indiana
April 5, 1948

Dear Colleague of the String Field:

Now that the sohool year is almost over, we

believe that this may be the opportune time to ask you

to tell us of your problems in the string field. We

are making this survey in order to better prepare our

students as future orohestra direotors and string

instructors.

Arthur D. Hill, Chairman
}i~·10 .Pepartment
Ind.1ana State Teachers. College

If time at all permits, would you please

note the problems involving string instruotion, motiva~

tion1 or d~ve~opment of t~··.~;r~h4i3~.t~:~(p~~~~..o~iarlY -.. . .' .. .. .. -' .. .. .. ...
as affeoted by strings) whi6fi tou~h~f.~~:~~~.~~·ered this

• • ',' • ewe ••• - .. ~, •••••

year.

Enolosed is a stamped address-ed envelope

,for your oonvenience. Thank you.

Professionally yO,ur.~'J1 .
~- ~ CJ.J'ita

..
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